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Abstract
Cation Exchange Reactions for Improved Quality and Diversity of Semiconductor
Nanocrystals
By
Brandon James Beberwyck
Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Professor A. Paul Alivisatos, Chair
Observing the size and shape dependent physical properties of semiconductor
nanocrystals requires synthetic methods capable of not only composition and crystalline
phase control but also molecular scale uniformity for a particle consisting of tens to
hundreds of thousands of atoms. The desire for synthetic methods that produce uniform
nanocrystals of complex morphologies continues to increase as nanocrystals find roles in
commercial applications, such as biolabeling and display technologies, that are
simultaneously restricting material compositions. With these constraints, new synthetic
strategies that decouple the nanocrystal’s chemical composition from its morphology are
necessary.
This dissertation explores the cation exchange reaction of colloidal semiconductor
nanocrystals, a template-based chemical transformation that enables the interconversion
of nanocrystals between a variety of compositions while maintaining their size dispersity
and morphology. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the versatility of this replacement
reaction as a synthetic method for semiconductor nanocrystals. An overview of the
fundamentals of the cation exchange reaction and the diversity of products that are
achievable is presented. Chapter 2 examines the optical properties of nanocrystal
heterostructures produced through cation exchange reactions. The deleterious impact of
exchange on the photoluminescence is correlated to residual impurities and a simple
annealing protocol is demonstrated to achieve photoluminescence yields comparable to
samples produced by conventional methods. Chapter 3 investigates the extension of the
cation exchange reaction beyond ionic nanocrystals. Covalent III-V nanocrystal of high
crystallinity and low size dispersity are synthesized by the cation exchange of cadmium
pnictide nanocrystals with group 13 ions. Lastly, Chapter 4 highlights future studies to
probe cation exchange reactions in colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals and progress
that needs to be made for its adoption as a routine synthetic approach.
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Chapter 1.
Cation Exchange as a Versatile Tool for Nanomaterials Synthesis
Reproduced in part with permission from: Brandon J. Beberwyck, Yogesh Surendranath,
and A. Paul Alivisatos, “Cation Exchange: A Versatile Tool for Nanomaterials
Synthesis” Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2013, 117, 19759-19770. Copyright 2013 by
American Chemical Society.

The development of nanomaterials for next generation photonic, optoelectronic, and
catalytic applications requires a robust synthetic toolkit for systematically tuning
composition, phase, and morphology at nanometer length scales. While de novo synthetic
methods for preparing nanomaterials from molecular precursors have advanced
considerably in recent years, post-synthetic modifications of these pre-formed
nanostructures have enabled the step-wise construction of complex nanomaterials.
Among these post-synthetic transformations, cation exchange reactions, in which the
cations ligated within a nanocrystal host lattice are substituted with those in solution,
have emerged as particularly powerful tools for fine-grained control over nanocrystal
composition and phase. In this feature article, we review the fundamental thermodynamic
and kinetic basis for cation exchange reactions in colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals
and highlight its synthetic versatility for accessing nanomaterials intractable by direct
synthetic methods from molecular precursors. Unlike analogous ion substitution reactions
in extended solids, cation exchange reactions at the nanoscale benefit from rapid reaction
rates and facile modulation of reaction thermodynamics via selective ion coordination in
solution. The preservation of the morphology of the initial nanocrystal template upon
exchange, coupled with stoichiometric control over the extent of reaction, enables the
formation of nanocrystals with compositions, morphologies, and crystal phases that are
not readily accessible by conventional synthetic methods.

1.1 Chemical Transformations as a Synthetic Method
The physical and chemical properties of periodic extended solids change drastically as
the crystallite size is reduced to nanometer dimensions.1 A quantitative understanding of
these fundamental scaling laws has emerged as a direct result of synthetic advances that
permit the preparation of monodisperse crystallites of diverse nanoscale size and shape.
The direct synthesis of nanocrystal colloids is most practically achieved using a hotinjection protocol, in which molecular precursors are rapidly decomposed at elevated
temperatures to produce a burst of nanocrystal nucleation followed by uniform steadystate growth.2,3 Hot-injection synthetic methods have proven particularly powerful for
accessing monodisperse II-VI and IV-VI compound semiconductor nanocrystals. Indeed,
a wide array of morphological diversity can be achieved among the II-VI class of
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nanocrystals and has enabled their widespread utilization in optoelectronic,
photocatalytic,5 and bioimaging applications.6

4

Direct nanocrystal synthesis methods require a careful tuning of nucleation, growth, and
surface ligation kinetics at temperatures sufficient to crystallize phase-pure extended
solids.2,3 All of these kinetic processes remain poorly understood and, as a consequence,
there remain no general design principles for the de novo synthesis of a nanocrystal of
arbitrary composition, phase, morphology, or surface structure. However, synthetic
protocols have been extensively refined for several classes of compound semiconductor
nanocrystals which may serve as general anion host lattices for the preparation of
compositionally diverse, morphologically well-defined nanomaterials provided that post
synthetic methods for cation substitution can be broadly applied. Recent developments
suggest that a post-synthetic cation exchange strategy might prove particularly versatile
for the synthesis of large classes of binary nanocrystalline phases that would otherwise be
inaccessible by application of direct hot-injection synthetic methods.7 In this article, we
highlight the thermodynamic and mechanistic basis for cation exchange reactions at the
nanoscale and use this as a backdrop to illustrate selected applications of cation exchange
for the preparation of nanocrystals that are challenging to access by direct synthesis from
molecular precursors. For a broader view of cation exchange in nanostructures including
applications beyond synthesis, we direct the readers to a recent tutorial review.8

1.2 Fundamentals of Cation Exchange at the Nanoscale
Ion exchange, the substitution of ions in an extended solid with those in solution, is an
age-old strategy for modifying the composition and properties of crystalline materials.
Ion substitution reactions are responsible for various re-equilibration processes in rocks,9
displacement reactions in metal oxides,10 and of more technological relevance, serve as a
simple processing technique for thin film semiconductors. 11 In particular, cation
exchange of thin film semiconductors has been utilized to form a broad range of
structures including optical waveguides, heterojunctions for optoelectronic devices, and
alloys for infrared photodetectors.11
In recent years, cation exchange reactions have been increasingly applied as a synthetic
tool for accessing novel nanomaterials. For both nanocrystalline colloids and bulk
extended solids, a typical cation exchange procedure is extremely simple. For example,
exposing nanocrystal colloids of CdSe to a methanolic solution of Ag+ ions leads to rapid
formation of Ag2Se colloids with liberation of Cd2+ from the reactant host lattice (Figure
1.1).7 Microscopically, each individual cation substitution reaction can be viewed as the
extended solid analog of transmetallation reactions commonly observed for molecular
coordination compounds.12 In addition to their simplicity, nanoscale cation exchange
reactions typically exhibit excellent morphology retention, rapid reaction rates, and
tunable thermodynamics making them a particularly attractive synthetic tool. While
complimentary anion exchange reactions have also been demonstrated,13,14,15 the larger
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size and lower diffusivity of lattice anions leads to sluggish reaction kinetics and poor
morphology retention, often giving rise to hollow nanostructures.16

Figure 1.1. Cation exchange reaction of nanocrystalline colloids. (A) Reaction scheme for the
+
conversion of CdSe to Ag2Se and Ag2Se to CdSe. Exposure of CdSe to a methanolic solution of Ag
leads to the rapid formation of Ag2Se. Ag2Se is exchanged back to CdSe by exposure of the Ag2Se
2+

nanocrystals to excess Cd in the presence of a tri-alkyl phosphine. TEM images of (B) as synthesized
CdSe nanocrystals, (C) Ag2Se nanocrystals synthesized via cation exchange, and (D) CdSe nanocrystals
recovered from the reverse cation exchange reaction. XRD patterns (E), absorption spectra (F), and
emission spectra (G) of initial CdSe (red), Ag2Se (blue), and recovered CdSe (green) nanocrystals,
respectively. Adapted with permission from ref. 7, copyright 2005 AAAS.
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While a cation exchange reaction is remarkably simple to execute, the outcome of the
reaction and the structure of the product obtained are dictated by subtle thermodynamic
and kinetic factors. First among these are the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the
reactant and product phases. Second are the relative thermodynamics of cation solvation
and/or specific ligation in the liquid phase. While these two parameters, cation solvation
and phase stability, can predict, to a first approximation, the thermodynamic feasibility of
an overall ion exchange reaction, they provide little insight into the reaction pathway or
the structure of the product. Since ion exchange reactions must proceed through partially
substituted alloy intermediates, the thermodynamics of the interphase between reactant
and product phases, referred to as the exchange reaction zone, dictates the structure and
morphology of the product crystallite. While these principles apply to solid-state ion
exchange reactions broadly, regardless of crystallite size, we will use contemporary
examples of ion exchange reactions at the nanoscale to illustrate the importance of bulk,
solution, and interfacial thermodynamics in dictating the reaction outcome.
Kinetic factors are also key in determining the feasibility of an ion exchange reaction. In
this respect, the kinetics of ion exchange at the nanoscale differ substantially from those
observed for bulk extended solids because limits on long-range solid-state ion diffusion
are significantly relaxed by the large surface-to-volume ratios of nanoscale crystallites.
Indeed, solid-state diffusion limitations in bulk crystallites often necessitate the
application of high temperatures and pressures to achieve rapid product formation.11 As
an example, Ag+, which possesses a relatively high ion diffusivity,17 sluggishly converts
a thin film (500 nm) of CdSe to Ag2Se, requiring several hours at 80 °C,18 whereas the
similar reaction in CdSe nanocrystals (see above) proceeds to completion in ≪1 s at
room temperature.7 In the subsequent section, we will highlight recent mechanistic
studies of ion exchange kinetics at the nanoscale to illustrate the mechanistic
consequences of relaxing limitations on solid-state ion diffusion.

1.3 Thermodynamics of Cation Exchange
The synthetic feasibility of a cation exchange reaction is determined by its net
thermodynamic driving force and intervening activation barriers.19 For cation exchange
to become a general synthetic tool, a quantitative understanding of the thermodynamics
of the exchange process is desired to permit the rational design of future exchange
reactions. Consider, for example, an arbitrary ion exchange reaction between two metal
sulfides,
!" + !!! ⇆ !" + !!!

(eq. 1)

where A and B represent divalent metal ions. This overall exchange reaction can be
divided into two hypothetical electrochemical half reactions,
!" ⇆ !!! + 2! ! + ! !

(eq. 2)
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Each of which may be further decomposed into the corresponding standard free energy of
formation (ΔGf0) of each phase and the standard reduction potential (E0) of the metal ion
in question,
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(eq. 5)
(eq. 6)
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Thus, for this example, the overall aqueous driving force for ion exchange (eq. 1) is given
by,
Δ!!"#$%&'( = Δ!!!
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− Δ!!!
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!!!

(eq. 8)

where F is Faraday’s constant. Since tabulated formation energies20 are available for a
number of binary chalcogenides, oxides, and pnictides and aqueous redox potentials21 are
known for virtually every metal ion in the periodic table, the aqueous thermodynamics of
any given ion exchange reaction can be readily calculated.22 We wish to stress that this
strategy provides a convenient method for calculating ion exchange thermodynamics but
does not imply anything about the mechanistic pathway by which ion exchange proceeds.
Using this simple methodology, aqueous driving forces are presented in Table 1.1 for a
select number of metal sulfide phases.
The foregoing discussion highlights the two key determinants of ion exchange
thermodynamics: the difference in formation energies of the reactant and product phases
and the difference in redox potentials of the exchanging ions. For simplicity, the above
calculation and the values in Table 1.1 take into account only the bulk lattice formation
energies for each phase and aqueous redox potentials for the attendant metal ions. In
practice, the thermodynamic driving force for an ion exchange may significantly differ
from these estimates for the following two principle reasons.
First, nanostructuring is expected to significantly depress the formation energies of each
phase. Formation energies for the product and reactant colloid may be highly dependent
on crystallite size and shape, and significant thermodynamic contributions to phase
stability may arise from ligands bound to the surface of the nanocrystal. If these energy
contributions scale unevenly between the reactant and product phase, the actual
thermodynamics of an exchange reaction may deviate significantly for the values
calculated in Table 1.1. These effects are expected to be particularly pronounced for very
small crystallites (< 2 nm), in which a majority of the metal ions reside on the surface.
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Table 1.1. Calculated aqueous reaction free energies per sulfur equivalent, ΔG
cation exchange of reactant (abscissa) to product (ordinate) metal sulfides.

0
reaction

−1

(kJ mol ), for the
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Second, the ligating environment in solution is expected to significantly alter the
reduction potential of each metal ion.23 While readily accessible aqueous redox potentials
provide a starting point for estimating ion exchange free energies, these potentials are
known to vary significantly, depending on the solvating/ligating environment of the
solution in which the exchange occurs. As a consequence, the thermodynamic preference
for a given ion exchange can be easily reversed (Figure 1.1) if the ions discharged from
the reactant lattice can be preferentially ligated in solution. A ligand’s propensity for
selective ion binding can be qualitatively understood in the context of Pearson’s hard soft
acid base (HSAB) theory, which classifies Lewis acids and bases by varying degrees of
hardness, η, based on their polarizability.24 Hardness serves as a qualitative predictor of
selective ion binding because like interactions, hard-hard and soft-soft, are favored
relative to opposing, soft-hard, interactions. This principle has been exploited to drive the
replacement of soft Ag+ (η = 6.96 eV) and Cu+ (η = 6.28 eV) ions in chalcogenide host
lattices with harder metal ions including Cd2+ (η = 10.29 eV),7 Zn2+ (η = 10.88 eV),25,26
and Pb2+ (η = 8.46 eV)27 via preferential ligation to soft tertiary phosphines (η ~ 6 eV).
This strategy has, thereby, enabled both reversible and sequential exchanges.
While a quantitative assessment of nanostructuring and specific ligation effects awaits
detailed thermochemical studies of nanoscale cation exchange reactions, the above crude
calculations can provide a starting point for designing ion exchange synthetic protocols
that take advantage of intrinsic thermodynamics or preferential ion ligation.

1.4 Mechanistic Insights into Nanoscale Cation Exchange
While thermodynamic considerations can serve to guide the development of new cation
exchange syntheses, many of these reactions proceed under non-equilibrium conditions,
necessitating a careful consideration of the mechanistic pathways by which they proceed.
While a detailed microkinetic description of solid-state cation exchange remains elusive,
qualitative mechanistic pathways have been proposed for these reactions in minerals9 and
thin film semiconductors.11 For ion exchanges in semiconductor thin films, which are
most analogous to the corresponding reactions in colloidal nanocrystals, appreciable rates
of heterogeneous ion substitution at crystallite surfaces and rapid solid-state diffusion of
the exchanging cation are required. Experimental results indicate that the rate of diffusion
within each crystallite is typically much slower that the rate of substitution at the
crystallite surface. Thus, the composition at the surface of the substrate remains in quasiequilibrium and is dictated by the solution composition and temperature, independent of
the time duration of the reaction. The disparity between the surface and bulk composition
during a cation exchange establishes a chemical potential gradient within the film,
providing a driving force for directional diffusion of the replacing ion in the parent
lattice. Reaction progress is then kinetically limited by the rate of solid-state diffusion.
Indeed, the compositional profile of a thin film undergoing a cation exchange can be used
to measure the self-diffusion coefficients of the constituent ions, finding good agreement
with values determined by established radiotracer techniques.11
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In both mineral replacement reactions and semiconductor thin film ion exchange, the
transport of ions to the boundary between reactant and product phases is believed to be
the rate-limiting step.9,11 The ion exchange reaction can then be viewed as the propagation
of this phase boundary across the crystallite. In this fashion, ion exchange reactions can
be described by analogy to the solid-state heterophase concept of a reaction zone.28 The
reaction zone, typically a several atomic layer thick region between two materials,
represents a local variation in the chemical composition and charge distribution relative
to either bulk phase.
The stability and propagation of the reaction zone has direct consequences for particle
size-dependent morphology retention during a nanocrystal cation exchange.7 For
example, nanorod morphology retention is strongly dependent on the rod diameter for
CdSe to Ag2Se ion exchange reactions (Figure 1.2). Small diameter (~3.5 nm) CdSe
nanorods transformed into spherical Ag2Se nanocrystals upon Ag+ exchange (Figure
1.2A) whereas larger diameter (~5 nm) CdSe nanorods maintained their morphology
upon conversion to Ag2Se (Figure 1.2B). These results can be rationalized if we invoke a
reaction zone on the order of 3 nm in diameter. For thin nanorods, wherein the reaction
zone dimensions are comparable to the particle diameter, the entire structure will reside
in a non-equilibrium state during the exchange such that both cations and anions can
rearrange to generate the thermodynamically preferred, spherical morphology (Figure
1.2C). However, if the size of the nanocrystal is significantly larger than the reaction
zone, only a portion of the crystallite experiences significant structural distortions during
the exchange while the remainder of the lattice remains intact, templating retention of the
nanorod morphology (Figure 1.2C). In this fashion, the anion sublattice is subject to
minimal net reorganization over the course of the exchange if the crystal size is much
larger than the dimensions of the reaction zone.
When nanoscale crystallites are large enough to preserve anionic framework stability, the
crystal structure and nanoscale morphology remain robust, as demonstrated by
performing forward and reverse exchanges between CdSe→Ag2Se→CdSe.7 As a result
of quantum confinement, CdSe nanocrystals exhibit a characteristic excitonic absorption
and narrow emission band that is highly sensitive to the size of the particle. Through
sequential forward and reverse exchanges that serve to regenerate the starting phase, the
absorption and emission maxima remain largely unchanged, indicating that the crystallite
size and anion stoichiometry remain largely invariant during the cation exchange process
(Figure 1.1E, F). The same phenomenon has been observed for exchanges conducted on
nanoheterostructures, consisting of a CdSe sphere embedded in a CdS rod. 29 Ion
substitution with Cu+ was followed by reintroduction of Cd2+ to regenerate the initial
CdSe/CdS core-shell heterostructure. Through this series of ion exchange reactions,
negligible shifts in the photoluminescence peak maxima were observed indicating
preservation of the Se core sublattice within the S anion shell sublattice. Additionally,
minimal structural and compositional changes were observed by scanning transmission
electron microscopy high angle annular dark field (STEM-HAADF) imaging. These
results establish that for sufficiently large crystallites, cation exchange reactions can
effectively preserve the size, position, and interfacial structure of one or more anion
sublattices.
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Figure 1.2. Effect of reaction zone size on morphology retention. TEM images of CdSe nanorods and
the product Ag2Se nanocrystals for (A) small diameter nanorods in which the reaction zone is
comparable to the crystallite dimensions and (B) large diameter nanorods in which the reaction zone is
significantly smaller than the crystallite dimensions. (C) Schematic of size dependent morphology
changes during the CdSe to Ag2Se exchange reaction. Orange and blue colors indicate the regions of
initial reactant and final product phase, respectively. The green region indicates the reaction zone.
Adapted with permission from ref. 7, copyright 2005 AAAS.

While cation exchanges can be executed for material systems with very high volume
changes, in the extreme limit, crystallite size is a key determinant of morphology
retention. This was directly investigated in the case of ion exchange from cadmium to
platinum and palladium chalcogenides, CdE→PtxEy, PxdEy, (E = S, Se, Te).19 For each
chalcogenide, this exchange reaction is accompanied by a substantial contraction of the
unit cell volume (ΔV/V~-30%). By comparison, the canonical CdSe→Ag2Se exchange
results in a <1% change in the unit cell volume (ΔV/V <1%). The ability of the host
lattice to accommodate large volume changes is highly dependent on crystallite size.
Small spherical nanocrystals conserved their original morphology and transformed into a
kinetically frozen metastable state until thermally annealed. However, the additional
stress accumulated in larger spherical particles and anisotropic rod structures reached a
critical point such that void formation or fragmentation occurred during the exchange to
relieve stress due to the extreme lattice mismatch.
The above examples showcase the endpoint structures that result from cation exchange.
On the pathways towards these products, the interfacial thermodynamics of the reaction
front define the structures of alloy intermediates. By directly probing the alloy structures
that result from partial ion substitution in a nanocrystal host, mechanistic insights into the
site selectivity of initiation and propagation of the reaction front have been revealed.
Cation exchanges of CdS nanorods with fast diffusing monovalent ions (Cu+, Ag+)
provide a clear example of the unique nature of the initiation and propagation of cation
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30,31,32

exchange reactions amongst nanocrystals.
As these reactions are highly exergonic
at room temperature and exhibit facile kinetics,33 the extent of reaction can be easily
controlled by introducing sub-stoichiometric amounts of the substituting ion. Since CdS
is largely immiscible with Ag2S and Cu2S,34,35 incomplete exchange of CdS with Cu+ or
Ag+ will lead to phase segregated CdS-Cu2S and CdS-Ag2S alloy structures. However,
the heterostructures produced during incomplete exchange are remarkably different for
copper vs. silver (Figure 1.3 A-D), highlighting the disparate interfacial formation
energetics of the two systems. These differential energetics include contributions from
the chemical formation energies at each heterophase junction and lattice strain
contributions arising from epitaxial mismatch.
The chemical formation energy, reflecting the strength of the Cd-S-Ag bond, is negative
for the Ag2S-CdS interfaces.31 Thus, for Ag+ exchange of CdS nanorods, low Ag+
concentration leads to the nonselective nucleation of Ag2S islands embedded along the
periphery of the CdS nanorod, showing no preference for nucleation at specific facets
(Figure 1.3A). However, epitaxy of the orthorhombic Ag2S and wurtzite CdS phases
requires a 4% expansion of the Ag2S lattice along the plane of the interface and a 15%
contraction perpendicular to it, adding an elastic strain energy contribution to the
formation energy.30,32 As the Ag+ exchange progresses, these Ag2S islands begin to grow,
increasing the elastic strain in the Ag2S segments. Eventually, the elastic strain results in
a positive total interfacial formation energy of the Ag2S-CdS segments, causing the larger
Ag2S islands to absorb the smaller ones by Ostwald ripening, facilitated by the high
diffusivity of the Ag+. Once the Ag2S segments have spanned the diameter of the CdS
rod, the Ag2S-CdS regions spontaneously self order due to the elastic repulsion between
neighboring segments of Ag2S arising from the lattice-mismatch-induced strain field
(Figure 1.3B).30,31,32 Upon addition of more Ag+, the Ag2S segments become larger until
the entire CdS structure has been transformed into Ag2S.
In contrast, positive chemical interface formation energies of Cu2S-CdS and small elastic
contributions from nearly identical sulfur sublattices, leads to a strongly facet dependent
exchange of CdS nanorods with Cu+ (Figure 1.3C, D).31 Epitaxial chemical formation
energy calculations show that Cu2S attachment to the (0001) facet of CdS, parallel to the
rod cross-section, leads to the lowest energy interface, whereas attachment to the
opposing (0001) facet entails a 2.5 times larger energy penalty. These unfavorable
interface energies dictate that interfacial surface area is minimized and aligned
perpendicular to the long axis of the CdS rod. In agreement, at low Cu+ concentration,
nucleation of Cu2S appears at the (0001) end facet of the CdS rod, forming a Cu2S-CdS
interface parallel to the rod cross-section. As the Cu+ exchange progresses with the
addition of Cu+, this interface continues to propagate along the length of the rod while
maintaining its orientation. At even higher Cu+ concentration, the nucleation of Cu2S on
the opposite end of the rod ((0001) CdS) begins and progresses, though these two Cu2S
region maintain high asymmetry, consistent with the difference in formation energies of
these two interfaces (Figure 1.3D). These Cu2S regions continue to propagate until they
meet and the entire rod has been exchanged.
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Figure 1.3. Progression of cation exchange reaction for various materials. (A) Schematic of the
+
progressive exchange of CdS nanorods with Ag . (B) TEM image of CdS-Ag2S nanorods formed from
+

partial Ag exchange displaying superlattices. Adapted with permission from ref. 30, copyright 2007
+
AAAS. (C) Schematic of the progressive exchange of CdS nanorods with increasing Cu concentration.
(D) Cu energy filtered TEM image of CdS-Cu2S binary nanorods. The bright regions in the images
correspond to Cu2S and the gray regions correspond to the CdS portions of the nanorods. Adapted with
permission from ref. 31, copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (E) Schematic of the progressive
2+
exchange of PbSe nanorods with increasing Cd concentration. (F) High resolution TEM images of
2+
PbSe nanorods at intermediate stage of Cd exchange, displaying rock salt PbSe dots embedded in a
zinc blende CdSe rod. Adapted with permission from ref. 37, copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society.

The propagation of the reaction front can also be observed in the isovalent exchange of
PbE→CdE (E = S, Se, Te).36 In contrast to Ag+ and Cu+ exchange reactions of CdE, this
reaction exhibits a larger activation barrier, permitting facile control over reaction
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progress by incrementally adjusting the reaction temperature. The partial conversion of
PbSe→CdSe on faceted PbSe nanocrystals including cubes, stars, and rods displayed
similar progression of exchange, implying that this conversion is not preferentially
nucleated by selective adsorption of the Cd at specific facets.37 However, similar to the
Cu+ exchange, the propagation of the Cd2+ exchange appears to be strongly facet
dependent, proceeding in a strongly anisotropic <111> direction, leading to the formation
of primarily {111} interfaces between the zinc blende CdSe and rock salt PbSe (Figure
1.3E, F).37,38,39 As each {111} layer consists of only Cd, Pb, or Se, a sharp interface
boundary between these immiscible phases may be achieved by propagation along the
<111> direction. The highly anisotropic nature of this reaction leads to the formation of
octahedral cores of PbSe within a CdSe rod when subject to partial ion exchange.
Relative to their bulk crystalline analogues, the reduced volume of nanoscale materials
significantly relaxes the kinetic demands of solid-state diffusion. For example, using bulk
diffusion coefficients,17 Ag+, Cu+, and Au+ ions can diffuse the entire length of a 5 nm
diameter InAs crystal in less than a second at ambient temperature. 40, 41 Thus, the
diffusion mediated propagation of the reaction zone may no longer be rate limiting for
many nanoscale cation exchange reactions.7 Indeed, time-resolved micro-X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and stopped flow absorption measurements of the
topotaxial Ag+ exchange of 3.5 nm CdSe nanocrystals indicates rapid conversion (t½ <
100 ms), a strong dependence on the concentration of the coordinating ligand, and second
order kinetics consistent with a rate-limiting surface reaction step.33 The short time scale
and low activation energy (estimated to be 5 kcal mol−1) emphasize the dramatically
accelerated kinetics on the nanoscale. While a detailed mechanistic understanding of
nanoscale cation exchange reactions awaits further study, the evidence accumulated thus
far suggests that the reactions bear more kinetic resemblance to transmetallation reactions
of molecular coordination complexes than bulk solid-state transformations. As
anticipated, the kinetics of ion exchange transition from molecular-like to bulk-like
behavior as the crystallite size increases. This transition has been observed for 30 nm
diameter CdSe nanowires that exhibit solid-state diffusion limited kinetics for Ag+
substitution.42
The isovalent exchange of PbE→CdE (E = S, Se, Te)36 appears to exhibit a significantly
larger activation energy than the Ag+ exchange. The reaction is self-limiting, forming a
shell of the exchanged material, which serves to impede further ion substitution. The
reaction rate appears to follow typical Arrhenius behavior for a temperature dependent
activation process. These strongly temperature dependent kinetics, as well as the layerby-layer nature of the exchange (see above) imply a vacancy assisted diffusion
mechanism.37,38

1.5 Synthetic Versatility of Cation Exchange
Recent advances in colloidal nanoparticle synthesis have provided access to a vast library
of high quality monodisperse semiconductor, metal, and metal oxide nanocrystals, with
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3,43,44

exquisite control of size and morphology.
By in large, these nanocrystals have been
prepared by a hot-injection synthesis from molecular precursors, wherein delicate control
over precursor decomposition kinetics, nanocrystal nucleation and growth rates, and
surfactant binding energies are required to achieve size and shape control.2,3 This is
especially true for the synthesis of morphologically anisotropic nanoparticles which rely
heavily on facet-selective surfactant binding43,45 and precise control over crystallographic
polymorphism.44 No general rules exist for achieving this across broad classes of
materials. Thus, despite the exquisite size and shape control accessible for certain
materials systems via hot-injection methods, such as II-VI semiconductors, there remain
large classes of nanomaterials for which morphology-controlled syntheses remain
elusive.
Cation exchange is a powerful tool for circumventing many of these challenges because
morphological well-defined nanocrystals, prepared by traditional hot-injection methods,
can be used as anion templates for the preparation of compositionally diverse pure and
alloy phases that would be inaccessible by direct methods. In this section, we review
recent applications of cation exchange to synthesize covalent phases, meta-stable
nanostructures, multi-component alloys, and doped nanocrystals that are all inaccessible
by direct synthetic methods. We conclude with examples in which cation exchange is
combined in-situ with hot-injection strategies to generate complex nanomaterials in a
simple, one-pot procedure.

1.5.1 Synthesis of Covalent Nanocrystal Phases
Whereas numerous direct synthetic methods exist for accessing monodisperse II-VI
semiconductor nanocrystals, hot-injection syntheses of III-V nanocrystals fail to generate
nanoparticles with narrow size dispersity and high crystallinity. Unlike their II-VI
analogs, III-V semiconductors exhibit highly covalent lattices, requiring relatively high
temperatures to access crystalline materials. However, the molecular precursors available
for the direct synthesis of III-V nanocrystals decompose rapidly at low temperature.
Thus, it has proven difficult to balance high precursor reactivity with high crystallization
temperatures to achieve sufficient temporal separation of nucleation and growth, a key
requirement for the synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles. 46 Indeed, mechanistic
studies indicate rapid depletion of molecular precursors during III-V syntheses mandating
that growth occurs via Ostwald ripening and gives rise to broad size distributions.47
Cation exchange methods have proven invaluable for overcoming this obstacle and have
enabled the synthesis of monodisperse III-V nanocrystals including GaP and GaAs.48
Utilizing monodisperse Cd3As2 and Cd3P2 nanocrystals as host anion lattices, III-V
nanocrystals can be obtained by treatment with group 13 ions (In3+ or Ga3+) at elevated
temperature. The difference in lattice energy provides sufficient driving force for the
conversion of Cd3E2→GaE, InE (E = P, As) while maintaining a narrow size distribution.
This example illustrates the versatility of cation exchange for accessing monodisperse
nanomaterials recalcitrant to traditional hot-injection methods.
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1.5.2 Synthesis of Meta-Stable Nanocrystals
The mild reaction conditions attendant to most cation exchange reactions enables the
synthesis of non-equilibrium crystal morphologies inaccessible by direct hot-injection
methods. As highlighted above, kinetically controlled morphologies including rods and
tetrapods can be readily prepared among the cadmium chalcogenides and postsynthetically converted into silver or copper chalcogenides with excellent morphology
retention by exposure to Ag+ or Cu+-containing solutions at room temperature.7,31
Through preferential ligation of tri-alkyl phosphines to soft Ag+ and Cu+ ion, subsequent
exchanges with Pb2+ or Zn2+ can be used to further extend these complex morphologies to
the lead and zinc chalcogenides (Figure 1.4).26,27 This cation exchange strategy, therefore
comprises a simple three-step synthetic route to anisotropic nanorod morphologies of
isotropic crystal phases, such as rock salt PbS.27
Since cation exchange is a low-temperature, template-based synthetic method, it is well
suited to the preparation of kinetically trapped, meta-stable crystal phases. The sequential
exchange of CdSe→Cu2Se→ZnSe nanocrystals transferred not only the size and shape of
the parent nanocrystal but the crystal structure as well (Figure 1.4).26 Wurtzite CdSe was
transformed to a metastable hexagonal close packed (HCP) phase of Cu2Se by Cu+
exchange and subsequent exchange with Zn2+ yielded nanocrystals of ZnSe in the pure
HCP phase. These examples illustrate that, in certain cases, the anion host lattice remains
sufficiently rigid to template meta-stable product nanostructures with excellent
crystallographic and morphological fidelity, independent of cation composition.

1.5.3 Synthesis of Alloy Nanocrystals
Exchange reactions in which only a fraction of the cations in the host lattice are replaced
permit incremental compositional control and convenient access to both solid solutions
and phase segregated alloy nanocrystals. As II-VI compounds are known to form solid
solutions with other group 12 ions,11 partial exchange of II-VI nanocrystals with Cd2+,
Zn2+, or Hg2+ can be used to form homogenously alloyed nanocrystals of constant
morphology. This has enabled the investigation of the electronic structure of the
nanocrystal as a function of composition at constant size. For instance, Hg2+ exchange of
CdTe nanocrystals produces HgxCd1-xTe nanocrystals with incrementally tunable Hg
content from 0-60% (x=0-0.6).49 The similar lattice parameters but distinct band gaps of
CdTe and HgTe allow the absorption and fluorescence of the nanocrystals to be smoothly
varied from the visible to near infrared (NIR) by increasing the extent of Hg2+
substitution. Similarly, cation exchange induced alloying has been used to form ternary,
CdxZn1-xSe,50 and quaternary, Cu-In-Zn-S,51 chalcogenide nanocrystals.
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Figure 1.4. Meta-stable structures produced by cation exchange. (A) TEM images of CdSe, Cu2Se, and
ZnSe nanorods and their corresponding (B) optical absorption/emission spectra and (C) XRD patterns.
The morphology and crystal structure of the initial CdSe template is transferred to the Cu2Se and ZnSe
product nanocrystals. Adapted with permission from ref. 26, copyright 2011 American Chemical
Society.

Cation exchange methods are also well suited to the synthesis of phase-segregated alloy
nanostructures, also known as nanoheterostructures. 52
A wide array of
53 - 57
nanoheterostructures
have been synthesized by hot-injection methods and these
syntheses principally rely on seeded growth, in which a nanoparticle serves to induce the
heterogeneous nucleation of the product phase, giving rise to a multi-component product
containing two or more phases in direct contact with each other.52 Seeded growth
protocols require exceptionally well-tuned precursor decomposition and growth kinetics
to prevent parasitic homogeneous nucleation of the second phase and Ostwald ripening of
the seed particles during the reaction.36,52 Additionally, seeded growth protocol often
require registry between the lattices of the two materials to encourage efficient
heterogeneous nucleation.52
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Cation exchange provides an alternative approach for the formation of
nanoheterostructures. At the most elementary level, complete cation exchange of a
nanoparticle containing two anion sublattices can yield novel heterostructures difficult to
access by direct synthetic methods. This has been demonstrated in the case of CdSe/CdS
seeded rods, a unique class of heterostructures, in which the band alignment of the
selenide and sulfide phases and the wavelength of emission can be tuned simply by
changing the size of the CdSe seed.56,57 Remarkably, treatment of CdSe/CdS
heterostructures with Cu+ generates Cu2Se/Cu2S heterostructures in which the anion
sublattice has been largely undisturbed.29,58 Subsequent treatment with Pb2+ or Zn2+
generates PbSe/PbS29 and ZnSe/ZnS58 seeded rods, respectively, providing opportunities
for band engineering in the NIR and UV-blue region. Despite the low temperatures of
these exchange reactions, the product nanoheterostructures are of high optical quality.59
Nanocrystals possessing a single anion host lattice can also serve as synthons for the
preparation of nanoheterostructures via cation exchange. Provided that reactant and
product phases are immiscible, partial cation exchange of a single-phase nanocrystal can
generate a heterostructured product. This strategy affords significant advantages relative
to traditional seeded growth methods because it obviates any complications that may
arise from homogeneous nucleation of the product phase. As discussed above, the
interfacial energetics of the two co-existing phases dictate the propagation of the reaction
zone, leading to various structural intermediates over the course of a cation exchange
reaction. By choosing a starting nanocrystal of appropriate composition, morphology, and
crystal structure, various novel heterostructures can be readily synthesized via incomplete
cation exchange.
For example, partial Cd2+ exchange of spherical PbE (E = S, Se, Te) forms PbE/CdE
core-shell nanocrystals displaying a type-I structure, improving their optoelectronic
performance and environmental stability.36 The mild conditions required for this surface
cation exchange reaction enables the formation of PbE/CdE core/shell nanocrystals with
negligible ripening of the seed particle, a common complication associated with
traditional overcoating procedures of PbE. As the substitution of Pb2+ with Cd2+ is
thermally activated, the thickness of the CdE shell can be controlled by varying the
reaction temperature. The cubic phase of the parent PbE is bestowed upon the CdE shell
with high fidelity during the exchange, resulting in a core-shell structure with a small
lattice mismatch.
The anisotropic nature (see above) of many cation exchange reactions can be utilized to
generate diverse nanoheterostructures when partial exchanges are applied to anisotropic
nanoparticles. As described above, the partial Cu+ exchange of CdS nanorods leads to
highly asymmetric binary Cu2S-CdS heterostructures.31 Performing the Cu+ exchange on
self assembled, aligned CdS nanorods can be used to further increase the asymmetry of
this exchange, forming nanorods with a single interface Cu2S-CdS primed for directional
charge separation and extraction.60 Likewise, binary nanorod superlattices can be formed
by partial Ag+ exchange of CdS nanorods30 and these complex heterostructure
morphologies can be further elaborated to generate divalent metal chalcogenide
superlattices via two sequential ion substitutions.27 Heterostructures analogous to seeded
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rods but composed of two different cations within a common anion sublattice can also be
synthesized via partial exchange. Due to the preference of the Cd2+ exchange of lead
chalcogenides to progress along the <111> direction, partial Cd2+ exchange of anisotropic
PbS or PbSe rods form PbE-CdE (E = S, Se) single and multiple dot-in-rod
heterostructures,37,61 which are practically impossible to access by conventional hotinjection synthesis methods.
The common requirement for hetero-epitaxy during traditional seeded growth is relaxed
considerably for cation exchange reactions. Indeed, single crystalline semiconductor
shells can be formed around metal cores through nonepitaxial growth.62 For example, the
large lattice mismatch between CdS and Au (43%) would preclude the formation of
conformal Au/CdS core/shell structures by traditional methods. However, the Cd2+, Pb2+,
or Zn2+ cation exchange of amorphous, conformal Ag2S shells surrounding Au cores
generates the desired Au/CdS, Au/PbS, and Au/ZnS heterostructures, respectively,
despite the fact that the metal chalcogenide shells are not in lattice registry with the gold
core.

1.5.4 Synthesis of Doped Nanomaterials
The above examples illustrate the utility of quantitative and sub-stoichiometric cation
exchange. At severe sub-stoichiometry, cation exchange can be used to incorporate low
concentrations of defects or dopants into an otherwise pure nanocrystal host. The ability
to controllably dope semiconductors with impurities allows the modulation of
electronic, 63 , 64 optical, 65 , 66 and magnetic properties 67 of nanocrystals. However,
development of hot-injection syntheses for the formation of impurity-doped nanocrystals
has been challenging. 68 Kinetic competition between dopant inclusion and further
overgrowth of the host material typically leads to much lower concentrations of dopants
in the particle than in solution. Furthermore, the addition of dopants during the synthesis
alters nucleation and growth kinetics, greatly complicating nanocrystal syntheses.69,70
Post-synthetic control of doping via cation exchange is, therefore, highly desirable. As
the size, shape, and quality of the nanocrystal host are retained during the exchange
reaction, the influence of the impurity and its concentration on the nanocrystal’s
properties can be investigated in a controlled fashion. Fine-grained control over the
number of impurities introduced by cation exchange can either be achieved by regulating
the stoichiometry or kinetics of the ion substitution reaction.
Metal impurity doping of InAs nanocrystals was achieved by exposing InAs nanocrystals
to dilute solutions of dissolved Ag, Cu, and Au salts.41 The post-synthetic incorporation
of these ions into the InAs host lattice likely occurs by substitution of In3+ with Au3+ or
Ag+ or the formation of interstitial Cu+ ions. Using scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS), the effects of the impurities on the electronic properties and Fermi level of the
InAs nanocrystals were systematically probed (Figure 1.5). STS spectra reveal that the
Fermi level and band structure remain largely unchanged upon isovalent Au3+
substitution. However, incorporation of interstitial Cu+ and substitutional Ag+ led to large
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changes in the Fermi energy and the formation of mid-gap states. The creation of these
mid-gap states and the associated shift in the Fermi energy suggests that ion exchange
may be a promising strategy for the controlled doping of nanocrystals.

Figure 1.5. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) tunneling spectra of undoped (black trace), Audoped (green trace), Cu-doped (blue trace), and Ag-doped (red trace) InAs nanocrystals, highlighting
the relative shifts of the band edges in the doped samples. The inset shows an STM image of a single
nanocrystal. Reproduced with permission from ref. 41, copyright 2011 AAAS.

Cation exchange has also been utilized to dope CdSe with Ag+.71 Utilizing conditions
similar to the reverse exchange reaction from Ag2Se→CdSe, CdSe nanocrystals were
exposed to Ag+ in the presence of a large excess of a tri-alkyl phosphine. Preferential
phosphine ligation to Ag+ reduced the driving force for ion substitution, permitting the
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controlled incorporation of Ag impurities at concentrations as low as ~1 Ag per
nanocrystal. This methodology has been extended to Ag+ doping of PbSe films,
demonstrating its broad applicability to synthesizing electronically active materials.72
Cation exchange has also been employed to incorporate magnetically active dopants,
such as Co2+ and Mn2+. Co2+ doping in iron oxide nanocrystals is achieved by selective
substitution of Fe2+ by Co2+, permitting the modulation of the magnetic properties of the
hematite host due to the stronger spin-orbit coupling of Co2+ sites. 73 The valence
selectivity of this exchange reaction has been utilized to selectively dope the core of
core/shell FeO/CoFe2O4 nanoparticles with Co2+ without modifying the Fe3+ containing
shell. Analogously, the commonly employed magnetically active dopant, Mn2+, can also
be incorporated by cation exchange.74 ZnTe magic size nanocrystals exposed to a Mn(II)
precursor at elevated temperature display characteristic emission of a Mn2+ dopant level
in a ZnTe matrix, indicating successful ion substitution.

1.5.5 In-situ Cation Exchange Syntheses
While we have, thus far, drawn stark distinctions between conventional hot-injection
synthesis and cation exchange, it is important to highlight the overlap between these two
methods. Clearly, the template nature of cation exchange requires robust methods, such
as hot-injection synthesis, for accessing high quality nanocrystal scaffolds. However, insitu cation exchange, in which cation exchange reactions are combined in a one-pot
fashion with conventional synthetic methods, may provide better synthetic control and
enable the development of novel nanocrystals. One such strategy involves applying
cation exchange to generate the desired seed particles in-situ for immediate use in a
subsequent growth step. In this approach, nucleation and growth can be temporally
separated to achieve highly monodisperse nanocrystals. For example, a highly reactive
precursor of one metal cation can efficiently nucleate nanocrystals of a different metal
cation, provided rapid exchange occurs, as successfully demonstrated for the formation of
monodisperse PbSe nanocrystals using the Sn(II) precursor, Sn[N(SiMe3)2]. 75
Additionally, multi-component heterostructures can be synthesized by in-situ cation
exchange followed by seeded growth. The hot-injection of large cubic phase Cu2-xSe
nanocrystals into a reaction mixture optimized for CdS growth leads to the rapid
exchange of Cu2-xSe→CdSe with the growth of CdS shells nucleated by the newlyformed CdSe seed particles.76 The particular habit of the Cu2-xSe seed is transferred to the
CdSe seed upon exchange, leading to the nucleation of octagonally symmetric CdS arms,
resulting in unique CdSe/CdS octapods.
In-situ cation exchange can further be utilized at intermediate stages of nanocrystal
growth. The combination of conventional growth and conformal surface exchange can
provide a method for radial engineering of nanocrystal composition using a simple onepot method. For example, applying the surface-selective Hg2+ exchange of growing CdS
nanocrystals leads to the formation of CdS/HgS/CdS quantum dots, colloidal nanocrystal
analogs to thin film quantum well structures.77 These surface exchanges also provide a
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simple route for the creation of buffer layers to minimize lattice mismatch during
overcoating procedures, preventing the formation of misfit dislocations that lead to
deleterious effects on optical quality. 78 The in-situ Ga3+ surface exchange on InP
nanocrystals alters the lattice parameter sufficiently to permit epitaxial growth of ZnS
shells, yielding highly luminescent nanocrystals.79

1.6 Outlook
In summary, cation exchange reactions have proven to be an invaluable synthetic tool for
accessing colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals of diverse composition, phase, and
morphology. The ability to easily tune reaction thermodynamics via preferential ion
ligation in solution has enabled nanocrystal cation exchange reactions with a great
diversity of metal ions, including Ag+,7 Au3+,41 Bi3+,14 Cd2+,7 Co2+,73 Cu+,31 Cu2+,7 Eu3+,80
Ga3+,48,79 Gd3+,80 Hg2+,49,77 In3+,48 La3+,80 Mn2+,74 Pb2+,25,27 Pt2+,19 Pd2+,19 Sb3+,14 and
Zn2+.25,26 Furthermore, the mild reaction conditions attendant to most exchanges makes it
a particularly powerful strategy for accessing many non-equilibrium morphologies,
crystal phases, and materials that are difficult to prepare by direct hot-injection methods.
Control over the extent of the exchange reaction further extends the utility of cation
exchange for accessing a wide variety of heterostructures and doped nanocrystals.
The continued development of cation exchange as a synthetic tool would benefit from
additional studies of the fundamentals of the exchange reaction. Accurate quantification
of overall reaction thermodynamics and ligand binding energies is needed to enable the
rational design of nanocrystal ion exchanges spanning the periodic table. In-situ
observation of reaction intermediates in nanocrystal ion exchanges would serve to clarify
lingering mechanistic questions. These studies may benefit from recent advances in insitu TEM observation in the liquid phase. 81,82 Additional studies of nanocrystal ion
exchange kinetics are essential to establish a unifying mechanistic picture across a broad
range of anion host lattices, exchanging ions, and ligating environments. In this regard,
the influence of surface ligation and its role in inhibiting or catalyzing ion exchange
reactions remains under-investigated. While cation exchange reactions have, thus far,
largely focused on ionic metal chalcogenide phases, future work should expand the focus
towards a broader class of nanomaterials inaccessible by direct synthetic methods.
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Chapter 2.
Highly Luminescent Nanocrystals from Removal of Impurity Atoms
Residual from Ion Exchange Synthesis
Reproduced in part with permission from: Prashant K. Jain, Brandon J. Beberwyck, LamKiu Fong, Mark J. Polking, and A. Paul Alivisatos, “Highly Luminescent Nanocrystals
from Removal of Impurity Atoms Residual from Ion Exchange Synthesis” Angewandte
Chemie International Edition 2012, 51, 2387-2390. Copyright 2012 by Wiley-VCH.

Ion exchange of semiconductor nanocrystals, while promising for synthesizing otherwise
inaccessible quantum heterostructures, yields materials with poor optoelectronic
properties, most manifestly their photoluminescence quantum yields. We trace the cause
of the low quantum yield of ion-exchange-obtained nanocrystals to impurities at the level
of few atoms per nanocrystal. Cation-exchanged nanostructures, however, can be purified
of such detrimental impurities post exchange, resulting in materials with quantum yields
up to 400-fold enhanced and approaching the superior quality of nanocrystals made from
hot injection. Impurity purification enables practical utilization of ion exchange for
developing functional quantum heterostructures and may be generalizable to other
nanostructure fabrication methods that yield impure samples.

2.1 Optical Quality of Nanocrystal Heterostructures Produced by Ion
Exchange
Ion exchange of nanocrystals has the potential to emerge as an alternative to conventional
routes for synthesis of ionic nanocrystals.1-9 The facile ability to replace all cations of a
nanocrystal with another cation, while preserving size and shape, allows one to employ
nanocrystals as templates for the fabrication of other nanocrystals of interest.6 Such a
templated synthesis strategy is especially useful where the chemistry or crystallographic
phase of the target nanocrystals is difficult to access via hot-injection methods. For
instance, we recently showed10 that Cu(I) sulfide quantum dots prepared via hot-injection
mostly result in the highly Cu-deficient djurleite phase.11,12 The stoichiometric chalcocite
phase is achievable, however, via room-temperature cation exchange of template CdS
quantum dots with Cu+.
Cation exchange holds particular promise for the fabrication of multicomponent
heterostructured nanocrystals,6,9 which allow independent tunability of electron and hole
wavefunctions, but present potential synthetic challenges due to their greater structural
complexity. Here, it is advantageous that the anionic framework of the heterostructure is
maintained during cation exchange, allowing structural preservation of interfaces and
junctions that define the electronic band alignment within the heterostructure. This has
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made possible the design and templated fabrication of novel semiconductor
heterostructures that can range13,14 from type-I, with high quantum yield emission useful
for imaging and light-emitting diodes,15,16 to type-II, which allow charge separation for
photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications.9,17
However, the ion exchange technique has been found to present a severe drawback: it
results in nanocrystals with poor optoelectronic properties.1 This is clear from a
quantitative comparison of the optical properties of nanocrystals obtained from cation
exchange with those prepared via standard hot-injection for the model CdSe/CdS dot/rod
heterostructure.13-141516 In this work, we trace the cause of the poor optical properties of
cation-exchange-obtained nanocrystals to chemical impurities on the few atom per
nanocrystal level. We have also found a method to purify the nanocrystals of these
detrimental impurities post exchange and achieve optical properties comparable to those
of hot-injection synthesized nanocrystals.

2.2 Characterization of Cation Exchanged Products
Hot-injection synthesis of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with a 3.9-nm dot yields highly
photoluminescent (PL) nanorods with a quantum yield (QY) of over 55%, enabled by the
type-I band-alignment. On the other hand, CdSe/CdS dot/rods obtained from the roomtemperature exchange of Cu2Se/Cu2S dot/rods with Cd2+ (see Appendix for methods)
exhibit relatively negligible emission, i.e., QY of 0.07%, almost 3 orders of magnitude
smaller. This is despite the fact that the nanorods prepared by the two methods possess
similar heterostructure morphologies, especially seed sizes, and consequently identical
excitonic structures, as evidenced by the similarity of their absorption and PL spectra
(Figure 2.1). The QY of emission is a useful optical probe of sample quality.18 The
insubstantial PL yield of the cation-exchanged samples is likely due to their poor
crystallographic quality: cation exchange yields nanocrystals with a relatively high
density of defect sites for non-radiative carrier recombination.
Optical and structural characterization of the cation-exchanged nanocrystals elucidated
the presence of a variety of crystallographic defects, some or all of which may be
responsible for the high rate of non-radiative carrier recombination. High-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of the cation-exchanged rods shows the
presence of zinc blende regions and associated stacking faults, as well as grain
boundaries, absent in the hot-injection-synthesized nanorods, further supported by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) (Figure 2.2) and previous evidence from Son et al.1 It has also been
suggested that cation exchange results in poorly passivated nanocrystal surfaces, which
may enhance the surface trapping of carriers.1 However, for our model type-I
heterojunction system, the detrimental effect of a poorly passivated surface on the PL is
expected to be much smaller than that observed here due to the excitonic confinement
within the CdSe dot. This implies that the surface is an unlikely contributor to the PL
deterioration. However, the interface between the dot and rod may itself have a defective
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Figure 2.1. Impact of ion exchange on the optical properties of nanoheterostructures. (A) Absorbance and
(B) photoluminescence (PL) spectra of CdS nanorods (top), CdSe/CdS dot/rods with a 2.5-nm dot
(middle), and CdSe/CdS dot/rods with a 3.9-nm dot (bottom) obtained from hot-injection (red), cation
exchange (green), and post-exchange purification (blue). Dotted line shows the magnified (x5) absorption
spectrum highlighting the absorption of the dot. Vertical black line in the left panel graphs indicates the
peak position of the lowest exciton showing the similarity in excitonic structure for nanorod samples
obtained from the three methods. (Inset of A) Model of nanorod heterostructure and its band alignment.
(Inset of B) Normalized PL showing similarity in PL peak positions between samples obtained from the
three different methods. All PL spectra were corrected for absorbed intensity at the excitation wavelength
and for self-absorption at the emission wavelength. Corrected PL spectra following integration show that
the PL yield was enhanced 363-fold (top), 35-fold (middle), and 413-fold (bottom) respectively upon
defect purification.
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or strained epitaxy, serving as a strong channel for carrier dissipation. Yet another
possibility is the presence of Cu impurities remnant from the cation exchange process, the
likelihood of which is supported by the common occurrence of Cu doping in CdS and
CdSe materials.19-22

Figure 2.2. Structural impact of ion exchange on nanoheterostructures. (A) X-ray diffraction pattern of
CdSe/CdS dot/rods with 2.5-nm dot obtained from hot-injection (red), cation exchange (blue), and postexchange purification (green). A slight increase in peaks associated with zinc blende structure is seen
following cation exchange but negligible difference is found following post-exchange purification. HRTEM
images of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with 3.9-nm dot (B) from cation exchange and (C) from post-exchange
purification. Both samples show grain boundaries and stacking faults.

2.3
Photoluminescence
Nanoheterostructures

Recovery

of

Cation

Exchanged

Semiconductor nanocrystals synthesized by careful hot-injection can be made in such a
way as to have negligible number of defects (structural or chemical impurities).23,24 It has
been suggested, although without conclusive experimental verification, that defects, if
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any, are “self-purified” during the nanocrystal growth process or even post synthesis
(typically on the time-scale of minutes to hours), possibly due to the ease with which
defects can migrate to the surface of the nanocrystal.23-2425 The anomalously high density
of defects resulting from cation exchange may be a result of the fast kinetics (millisecond
timescale26) of the process relative to thermal energy at room temperature, resulting in the
defects being kinetically frozen. 27 One may therefore extrapolate that the defective
nanocrystals made via exchange can undergo self-purification over time.
Indeed, CdSe/CdS dot/rods obtained from cation exchange recovered their QY up to
several-fold over a period of few months at room temperature, likely due to slow
purification of defects post exchange. Such purification or expulsion of defects is
expected to be thermally activated. Consistently, by heating of colloidal solutions of the
dot/rods (with a 3.9-nm dot) at 100°C, we obtained a 400-fold enhancement in their PL
yield within 30 hours (Figure 2.1B bottom). No significant change in the excitonic
spectra or PL peak position was observed during the purification process, implying that
no significant compositional or morphological changes accompanied the process. Control
experiments with dot/rods made via hot-injection showed no increase or rather a small
decrease (possibly due to ligand loss) in QY under identical heating conditions.

2.4 Physical Manifestation of Photoluminescence Recovery
2.4.1 Role of Structural Defects on PL Recovery
HRTEM images of the purified nanorods show no appreciable difference in the density of
grain boundaries, zinc-blende regions, or stacking faults compared to nanorods
immediately following exchange (Figure 2.2B, C). Thus, the PL recovery is not due to
the annealing of these structural defects. Likewise, the XRD pattern stays relatively
unchanged through the purification process (Figure 2.2A). Thus, the above-mentioned
structural defects are not the primary cause of the poor QY and inferior optoelectronic
properties of exchanged nanorods.
Attempts to passivate the surface of exchanged dot/rods by excess addition of ligands
such as oleic acid did not provide any significant QY enhancement (Table A.1.1),
proving that loss of ligands is not a major cause of poor QY. The poor QY cannot be
attributed to a defective CdSe/CdS interface either: CdS nanorods without a CdSe dot
show a similar purification effect. The QY of CdS nanorods obtained from exchange is
enhanced 360-fold within 61 hours upon heating at 65°C (Figure 2.1B top).

2.4.2 Role of Residual Impurities on PL Recovery
While structural defects appear to be relatively benign, Cu impurities remnant from
cation exchange can serve as non-radiative electron deep traps or recombination centers.28
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We tested this possibility by intentionally doping CdSe/CdS dot/rods (with a 3.9-nm dot)
made via hot-injection with a small percentage of Cu impurities. Cu+ impurities, being
highly diffusive in a CdS lattice,29,30 can be easily incorporated into the nanorod. There is
an appreciable reduction in the PL yield even at the lowest doping of 0.02% or 4x1018
cm-3. The latter amounts to two impurities per nanorod on average, implying that the PL
and possibly other optoelectronic properties of a nanocrystal could be sensitive to the
presence of single impurity atoms. Doping with 0.4% Cu is found to result in a 100-fold
reduction in the PL QY (Figure 2.3A), clearly showing the detrimental effect of Cu
impurities. At such a low doping percentage, no change in excitonic absorption of the
rods is observed (Figure 2.3A inset), eliminating any morphological or compositional
changes, especially the formation of Cu2S domains.

Figure 2.3. Role of Cu impurities on photoluminescence quenching. (A) Integrated photoluminescence
of hot-injection-synthesized CdSe/CdS dot/rods with a 3.9-nm dot with various percentages of Cu
doping. The Cu doping percentage is an upper limit arrived at by assuming that the intentional doping
method has a 100% yield. The inset shows the absorbance spectra of the dot/rods showing that the
excitonic spectra are identical for as-synthesized rods (red) and those following 0.4% Cu doping,
indicating that no compositional or morphological changes accompany the intentional doping at such a
low doping percentage. (B) Photoluminescence spectrum of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with a 3.9-nm dot from
hot-injection with 0.4% Cu doping (blue) and defect-purified (green) by standing in solution in the
presence of tri-butyl phosphine at room-temperature for 24 hours. The PL spectra were corrected as
described in Figure 2.1 captions. Corrected PL spectra following integration show that the PL yield was
enhanced 38-fold upon impurity purification.

Thus, Cu impurities, even on the level of few atoms per nanocrystal, are enough to result
in suppressed emission in the dot/rods made by cation exchange. Note that at such low
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impurity concentrations, analysis of Cu impurity levels by inductively coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy is bound to be unreliable due a much higher background of Cu+ ions
in solution, remnant from the cation exchange step. The amount of Cu is too low to be
even detected in elemental analyses of the nanorods via energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy.6
The intentionally doped dot/rods, when allowed to stand in solution in the presence of tributyl phosphine (TBP), conditions similar to nanorod samples obtained from cation
exchange, show an enhancement in QY nearly 40–fold over 24 hours at room
temperature (Figure 2.2, right). No significant change in excitonic absorption was seen.
Phosphines, being soft bases, are common binding ligands for Cu+, a soft acid,31-34
providing an additional driving force for the expulsion of Cu impurities. Control
experiments with undoped dot/rods from hot-injection allowed to stand in the presence of
TBP did not show any QY enhancement, rather a slight decrease by 13%.
Purification of Cu impurities from cation-exchanged nanorods is thus aided by the
driving force provided by selective binding of Cu+ by the phosphine and thermal
activation of impurity diffusion via heating. It is possible that there is an equilibrium
between Cu+ impurities within the lattice and those bound to phosphine. Addition of
excess TBP during cation exchange would favor Cu+ expulsion, however, severe ligand
exchange and nanorod etching limit high TBP concentrations.

2.5 High Optical Quality Nanoheterostructures by Cation Exchange
Reactions
Cation-exchanged nanorods following purification compare well with those made via
conventional synthesis, in terms of their QY (Table A.1.1-A.1.3). For instance,
exchanged dot/rods (with a 3.9-nm dot) following purification exhibit a QY of 30%
approaching the 55% QY of dot/rods obtained from hot-injection synthesis. When the
marginal reduction in PL due to heating-induced ligand loss is accounted for by a heating
control, we found that the QYs of these dot/rods are similar for exchanged and hotinjection synthesized samples. Similarly, exchange-obtained CdS nanorods (without a
dot) following purification achieve a QY that is three-fifths that of nanorods obtained
from hot-injection, even without accounting for ligand loss. Impurity purification thus
allows exchanged nanocrystals to achieve a QY approaching the inherent value in the
absence of detrimental impurities.
Dot/rods with a smaller 2.5-nm dot (quasi type-II alignment13) show order-of-magnitude
QY recovery, but lower compared to the above two cases: following purification we
obtain a QY that is one quarter the QY of dot/rods from hot-injection. It is likely, due to
entropic reasons that, even following purification, a small number of impurities remain
behind, distributed over the ensemble of nanocrystals. Since the quasi type-II dot/rod is a
charge-separated system with a more delocalized electronic wavefunction,13,14,17 the
efficiency of radiative e-h recombination would be more sensitive to these remnant
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impurities. On the other hand, in the type-I dot/rods and the CdS rods, where the e-h pair
is relatively bound,35,36 the effect of remnant impurities on radiative recombination would
be lower. For CdS nanorods (Fig 2.1B top), in addition to excitonic emission, surface trap
emission (at λ > 600 nm) is also enhanced upon purification, corroborating the role of Cu
impurities as non-radiative traps or recombination centers. While it is difficult to
ascertain the location of the Cu impurities, if the impurities were localized chiefly to the
surface of the nanorod, the emission of the type-I dot-rods (where the exciton is shielded
from the surface) would not be affected as drastically.
In summary, we have found that by providing appropriate thermal activation and driving
force, nanocrystals obtained from ion exchange can be purified of residual impurities,
resulting in high optoelectronic grade materials. It is possible that the relative ease and
speed of the purification process is unique to nanosized crystals, which has implications
for models of doping and self-purification on the nanoscale.18 The activated dopant
purification method demonstrated here may extend to other nanostructure fabrication
methods that result in inherently impure samples.
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Chapter 3.
Ion Exchange Synthesis of III-V Nanocrystals
Reproduced in part with permission from: Brandon J. Beberwyck and A. Paul Alivisatos,
“Ion Exchange Synthesis of III-V Nanocrystals” Journal of the American Chemical
Society 2012, 134, 19977-19980. Copyright 2012 by American Chemical Society.

III-V nanocrystals displaying high crystallinity and low size dispersity are difficult to
access by direct synthesis from molecular precursors. Here, we demonstrate that cation
exchange of cadmium pnictide nanocrystals with group 13 ions yields monodisperse,
crystalline III-V nanocrystals, including GaAs, InAs, GaP, and InP. This report highlights
the versatility of cation exchange for accessing nanocrystals with covalent lattices.

3.1 Synthetic Challenge of III-V Nanocrystals
Colloidal synthesis of semiconductor nanocrystals has rapidly developed in the past
several decades, expanding beyond the prototypical spherical CdSe1 to encompass an
expanding library of binary and ternary compound semiconductors of various
morphologies and complex heterostructures 2- 5 for use in biolabeling 6 and electronic
devices. 7 However, III-V semiconductors, common materials for epitaxially grown
quantum dots, have lagged behind in colloidal synthetic development as the covalency of
these materials requires high temperatures for both nucleation and growth, making it
difficult to discriminate the two, yielding polydisperse samples.8,9
The synthesis of III-V nanocrystals has largely relied upon the dehalosylation reaction of
P(SiMe3)310-12 or As(SiMe3)313-15 with group 13 halides in coordinating solvents, though
single source precursors16 and transmetalation reactions17 have been demonstrated as
alternative methods. In these cases, high temperatures (typically at reflux of the solvent)
or long annealing times (on the order of days) are needed to achieve crystalline products.
More recently, studies have demonstrated that fatty acids in non-coordinating solvents
can be used to lower reaction temperatures and significantly reduce growth and annealing
times to achieve InP and InAs nanocrystals with dispersities comparable to their II-VI
analogs.18-21 To date, no equivalent synthesis has been developed for the gallium
pnictides; thus, state-of-the-art syntheses produce polydisperse samples, many of which
are contaminated with molecular impurities.15,22,23
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3.2 Ion Exchange Synthesis of III-V Nanocrystals
Ion exchange has emerged as an alternative to conventional “hot-injection” synthesis for
ionic nanocrystals, allowing rapid replacement of the cation between various II-VI, I-VI,
and IV-VI semiconductors while preserving particle size and morphology.24-30 The use of
an existing crystal lattice as a template enables the development of syntheses of crystal
phases27 and novel heterostructures28, 31 - 34 not accessible by conventional synthesis.
Though ion exchange has been demonstrated using higher valent ions,35 these reports
have been limited to ionic systems. Here we demonstrate the extension of ion exchange
to synthesize monodisperse, highly crystalline III-V nanocrystals, including GaAs, InAs,
GaP, and InP.
Recent synthetic developments in II-V, Cd3P2 and Cd3As2, semiconductor
nanocrystals36,37 have provided high quality template materials for the ion exchange
synthesis of III-V nanocrystals. The thermodynamic driving force for this ion exchange is
a balance between the solvation energy of the ions and the lattice binding energy before
and after exchange.24,30,31,35 For the II-V to III-V exchanges of interest, bulk lattice
energies favor exchange. Thus, the solvation energies of the ions must be similar to
permit facile exchange. Therefore, we selected tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP), a soft base, to
minimize the binding preference for hard group 13 ions, Ga3+ or In3+, relative to Cd2+.

3.2.1 Formation of Group 13 Arsenides from Cd3As2
Our approach for the ion exchange synthesis of GaAs from Cd3As2 is the exposure
Cd3As2 nanocrystal to GaCl3 at elevated temperature in a bath of phosphines.
Monodisperse Cd3As2 nanocrystals (Figure 3.1A), synthesized according to prior
literature,37 are dissolved in TOP and injected into a GaCl3:TOP complex (Ga:Cd 100:1)
at 300 °C for 15 minutes. The stronger energy of formation of GaAs compared to Cd3As2
(ΔG = -25 kcal/mol, bulk) 38 , 39 favors the 3:2 replacement of Cd2+ with Ga3+.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the GaAs nanocrystals after the ion
exchange reaction (Figure 3.1B) displays a quasi-spherical morphology similar to the
initial Cd3As2. High-resolution TEM confirm the crystallinity of the GaAs nanocrystals
(Figure 3.1B inset) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) shows the conversion from the lower
symmetry tetragonal phase of Cd3As2 (P42/nmc space group) to the higher symmetry zinc
blende phase of GaAs (F4̄ 3m space group). Likewise, similar reaction conditions can be
used to produce InAs nanocrystals from the ion exchange reaction of Cd3As2 nanocrystals
with an InCl3:TOP complex (Figure 3.1C, D).
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Figure 3.1. Group 13 cation exchange of Cd3As2 nanocrystals. (A) TEM images of the initial Cd 3As2
nanocrystals and (B) GaAs and (C) InAs nanocrystals obtained from ion exchange. (B, C) Insets show
HRTEM images. (D) XRD of the initial Cd3As2 nanocrystals (top) and GaAs (middle) and InAs (bottom)
nanocrystals after ion exchange. Patterns from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) for
Cd3As2 (ICSD no. 23245), GaAs (ICSD no. 107946), and InAs (ICSD no. 24518) are provided for
reference.
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As no additional source of arsenic was present in the reaction, the formation of GaAs and
InAs require either dissolution of the initial Cd3As2 nanocrystals and subsequent
nucleation and growth of GaAs and InAs or a cation exchange reaction in which the Cd2+
ions are replaced by group 13 ions. Given the precedence for difficulty in synthesizing
crystalline GaAs nanocrystals,15 the 15-minute reaction time and monodispersity of the
resulting particles argue against a new nucleation process. Furthermore, detailed sizing
analysis shown in Figure 3.2A confirms conservation of the size dispersity during the ion
exchange reaction, and that mean diameters are consistent with the predicted trend in
volume change associated with the transformation to a denser unit cell. The
transformation from the tetragonal unit cell of Cd3As2 to the cubic GaAs and InAs should
yield a volume contraction of 30% and 15%, respectively. The observed 19% volume
decrease for InAs is in line with expectation. For GaAs, an appreciably larger volume
decrease of 55% is observed which we attribute to surface etching from phosphines and
chlorides. 40 Notwithstanding, the monodispersity of each sample is maintained, as
expected for an ion exchange reaction. The initial Cd3As2 nanocrystals have a wellcontrolled, narrow size dispersion of 9%. By using this as a template, we achieve GaAs
and InAs particles with dispersities of 12% and 11%, respectively, the lowest dispersity
reported for GaAs nanocrystals. Together, we can conclude that the GaAs and InAs
nanocrystals were formed from the 3:2 replacement of Cd2+ with Ga3+ and In3+.
Absorption spectroscopy shows the expected blue shift of the optical gap from the near
infrared bandgap of Cd3As2 to InAs and GaAs (Figure 3.2B); however, in line with
literature precedent for III-V nanoparticles with no shell, negligible photoluminescence
was observed.9 The expected quantum confinement blue shift of the bandgap when the
exchange reaction is performed on smaller Cd3As2 nanocrystals is added substantiation of
a cation exchange reaction as opposed to a dissolution and subsequent nucleation process
(Figure 3.2C). The monodispersity of the nanocrystals synthesized by ion exchange is
evident by the excitonic absorption in the InAs nanocrystals. However, the GaAs
nanocrystals show a featureless absorption spectrum although the size dispersity is
similar to the InAs. This may be due to Cd atoms residual from the ion exchange (see
below) potentially broadening the spectrum; however, the same is true of the InAs
nanocrystals. The lack of excitonic absorption is also in line with theoretical predictions
of an indirect bandgap for strongly confined spherical GaAs quantum dots.41 The ability
to synthesize monodisperse GaAs nanocrystals through ion exchange provides a method
for future work to more systematically investigate the evolution of the electronic structure
and optical properties of GaAs as a function of size.
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Figure 3.2. Evidence of cation exchange mechanism. (A) Particle size histograms of the initial Cd 3As2
nanocrystals (top) and GaAs (middle) and InAs (bottom) nanocrystals after ion exchange showing
preservation of size dispersity. (B) Absorption spectra of initial 4.5 nm Cd3As2 nanocrystals and those
that have been exchanged to InAs and GaAs. (C) Absorption spectra of initial 3 nm Cd3As2 nanocrystals
and those that have been exchanged to InAs and GaAs.

3.2.2 Formation of Group 13 Phosphides from Cd3P2
Further highlighting the versatility of ion exchange for the synthesis of III-V
semiconductors, GaP and InP can also be synthesized by ion exchange of Cd3P2
nanocrystals (Figure 3.3). In each instance, similar size dispersities and morphologies are
obtained after the cation exchange process and the absorption spectra blue shift from
Cd3P2 to InP to GaP as expected from their bulk bandgaps (Figure A.2.1). XRD, shown
in Figure 3.3D, confirms the conversion from the tetragonal Cd3P2 to the cubic crystal
phase of GaP and InP, consistent with the results achieved for the arsenide materials.
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Figure 3.3. Group 13 cation exchange of Cd3P2 nanocrystals. (A) TEM images of the initial Cd3P2
nanocrystals and (B) GaP and (C) InP nanocrystals obtained from ion exchange. (D) XRD of the initial
Cd3P2 (top) and GaP (middle) and InP (bottom) nanocrystals after ion exchange. Patterns from the ICSD
for Cd3P2 (ICSD no. 158864), GaP (ICSD no. 77088), and InP (ICSD no. 24517) are provided for
reference.
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3.3 Ionic Versus Covalent Products by Cation Exchange Reactions
The diffusivity of ions can be orders of magnitude lower in covalent semiconductors
compared to ionic systems. 42 Prior work has demonstrated that residual amounts of
impurity ions may remain after cation exchange reactions in ionic nanocrystals;43 thus, it
might be expected that residual Cd may be present in the ion exchanged III-V
nanocrystals given the increased activation energy for diffusion. Indeed, inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) confirms residual Cd
concentration of a few atomic percent remain in all samples post-exchange (Table A.2.1).
While the Ga3+ ion exchange of Cd3As2 successfully yielded crystalline zinc blende GaAs
in only 5 minutes at 200 °C, the amount of residual Cd is dependent on the reaction
temperature, time, and particle size as expected for a thermally activated, diffusion
limited process (Figure A.2.2, Table A.2.2), warranting the ion exchange to be performed
at higher temperatures for longer times. For initial exchanges, the residual Cd
concentration reaches a steady state at longer times; however, the residual Cd content can
be further reduced by sequential exchanges (Table A.2.1). XRD and optical spectroscopy
show no signs of the cadmium pnictide phases or signs of alloying, analogous to InAs
nanocrystals intentionally doped with high Cd concentrations (2:1 In:Cd).44 Preliminary
etching experiments45 imply the cadmium is distributed throughout the nanocrystals as
opposed to being localized to the surface (Table A.2.1). This high solubility of Cd within
a III-V is in stark contrast with bulk equilibrium phase diagrams which predict less than
one atomic percent at 850 °C,46 warranting further investigation; however, similar to a
prior study,44 the remnant Cd may be useful as a means to control the carrier
concentration in nanocrystal solids, in line with previous examples of using cation
exchange as a means of controlled doping.47,48
Ion exchange reactions for III-V nanocrystals differ from those in ionic II-VI
nanocrystals in several key aspects. The majority of the II-VI ion exchange reactions can
be performed reversibly at room temperature due to the high lability of metal M1+ and
M2+ ions and by modulating the ion energy in solution to drive species in and out.2426,30,32,33
In contrast, the III-V ion exchange reactions demonstrated here are highly
irreversible, largely driven by the difference in lattice energies of the reactant and product
phases, and require higher temperatures to enhance diffusion of the exchanging ions, a
process which is inhibited at room temperature in these materials.
In summary, we have demonstrated the extension of cation exchange to form
nanocrystals with covalent lattices, enabling the synthesis of highly crystalline,
monodisperse III-V nanocrystals. In particular, the availability of monodisperse
semiconductor nanocrystals such as GaAs presents new opportunities for comparison
studies of epitaxially grown and colloidally synthesized quantum dots.
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Chapter 4.
Prospectus
Chemical transformations such as cation exchanges serve as unique synthetic tools
available for the development of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals, both as a
complement to and a replacement for traditional hot-injection methods. The prior
chapters of this dissertation have demonstrated several of these instances, including
achieving comparable optical quality to conventionally synthesized materials (Chapter 3)
and synthesizing previously inaccessible materials (Chapter 4). Here we describe select
techniques and experiments that can further probe cation exchange reactions in colloidal
semiconductor nanocrystals and lead to its increased adoption as a synthetic approach. It
is important to note that while many of these techniques are often used in synthetic
chemistry, they have been under-utilized in the nanocrystal field and can be broadly
applicable to various nanocrystal reactions, in particular ligand studies.

4.1 Thermodynamics of Nanocrystal Cation Exchange Reactions
Cation exchange reactions continue to increase in prevalence as means to synthesize
novel nanostructures, expanding beyond complete compositional transformation to
include partial conversions such as heterostructure formation and doping.1 However, a
firm understanding of the thermodynamics of cation exchange and thus the ability to
rationally design reactions is lacking. To date, a simplistic thermodynamic model has
been invoked based on the difference in the bulk formation energies of the reactants and
product phases and the solvation energy of the exchanging ions, with the latter portion
usually relying upon qualitative intuition such as Pearson’s hard-soft acid-base theory.1,2
Strategies to quantitatively assess the thermodynamics of cation exchange reactions in
colloidal nanocrystals, including nanostructuring and ligation effects, are needed to
provide fundamental insight and inform new methods for ion exchange synthesis.

4.1.1 Quantitative Ligand Binding
The thermodynamics of cation exchange reactions in colloidal nanocrystals can be
investigated in a similar fashion to the quantitative characterization of the binding of a
small solute (ligand) to a biological macromolecule (acceptor). By determining the
relative distribution of the ligand and acceptor in their free and complexed states, the
equilibrium constant and other thermodynamic properties can be calculated.3 We can treat
the prototypical Ag exchange of CdSe as the binding of a ligand, Ag, to the nanocrystal, a
multivalent acceptor in which the cation lattice sites of the crystal represent the binding
sites. For displacement reactions like cation exchange, a secondary ligand, Cd, is released
when a new ligand binds such that the relevant characterization is of differential binding.
A binding saturation curve can then be constructed by determining the concentration of
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free or bound ligand over the course of an equilibrium titration and interpreted with a
binding function accounting for an appropriate model of acceptor-ligand interactions.3,4
While numerous techniques are used in practice to determine the extent of binding, we
will focus on those we deem suitable for the solution phase cation exchange of
nanocrystals.
Isothermal titration calorimetry is one such technique that provides a direct measurement
of the heat evolution of solution-phase reactions.5 The ligand is titrated into a solution
containing the acceptor and the heat released or absorbed in the sample cell is measured
as the power necessary to maintain the sample in an isothermal condition relative to a
reference. The amount of power expended is proportional to the amount of ligand bound.
Beyond the directly measured heat, applying an appropriate binding function to ITC data
enables the determination of the equilibrium constant, number of binding sites, and the
standard enthalpy, entropy, and free energy change.
Figure 4.1A shows an isothermal titration calorimetry thermogram of the titration of
silver hexafluorophosphate (AgPF6) into CdSe nanocrystals in tetrahydrofuran (THF).
AgPF6 is used in place of the conventional AgNO3 to enable solubility of both the Ag salt
and nanocrystals in a single solvent. Upon addition of the Ag solution, power is applied
to the reference cell to maintain the isothermal condition, indicating the exothermic
nature of the Ag exchange of CdSe. By integrating the power versus time as a function of
Ag addition, the differential heat per mol of Ag can be determined (Figure 4.1B). At low
Ag/Cd ratios, essentially all the free Ag is incorporated into the particle leading to similar
peak areas. However, as the binding sites of the nanocrystals are saturated the amount of
heat evolved decreases and, at high Ag/Cd ratios, plateaus at the heat of dilution. This
binding curve can be fit to the Wiseman isotherm, 6 a Langmuir-like model of nindependent sites, to extract a reaction enthalpy (ΔH) of -93 kJ/mol Ag, a stoichiometry
(n) of 1.42 Ag/Cd, and an equilibrium constant (K) of 1.26x107 M-1. The stoichiometry of
less than 2, as expected by charge neutrality, may be related to a recent study in which
the desorption of the surface ligand involves the removal of a surfactant bound Cd,7
implying loss of the surface ligand during the cation exchange reaction (see below).
The relatively good agreement between the data and this simple binding function is
interesting given the complexity of the inherent underlying solid-state transformation. In
a bulk phase diagram of Ag2Se and CdSe, at least three separate regions, and hence
disparate equilibrium constants, would be expected corresponding to a solid solution of
Ag2Se within the CdSe phase, the coexistence of the Ag2Se and CdSe phases, and a solid
solution of CdSe within the Ag2Se phase. 8 This simplistic binding curve may be
indicative of the dominant role played by the solvation energies of the exchanging
cations, overwhelming any contribution from the interconversion of the inorganic core.
This observation highlights one of the limitations of the ITC technique: the calorimeter
measures the heat evolved from all aspects of the reaction, preventing the isolation of the
solid-state contribution. Nevertheless, ITC provides a means to directly measure the
enthalpy of cation exchange reactions and may serve as an ideal method for measuring
the solvation energies of common nanocrystal ligands/solvents and metal ions. Such
results can inform strategies to drive new cation exchange reactions through preferential
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solvation of ions or better understand the synthetic mechanism of nanocrystals via the
conventional “hot injection” technique.

Figure 4.1. Isothermal titration calorimetry of Ag exchange of CdSe nanocrystals in THF. (A) Baselinecorrected thermogram and (B) differential heat per mol of Ag fit to the Wiseman isotherm.

Spectroscopic binding titrations serve as another method to investigate the equilibrium of
cation exchange reactions. Nanocrystals have excellent optical properties including high
quantum yields, narrow line-widths of fluorescence, and structured absorbance spectra
that are sensitive to slight perturbations in the nanocrystal’s core and surface structure.7,9
Therefore, optical spectroscopy, in particular, can measure the changes concomitant with
the formation of the ligand-acceptor (Ag-nanocrystal) complex to correlate with the
extent of ligand binding. For instance, the absorbance and photoluminescence (PL)
spectra of CdSe are significantly altered upon the addition of Ag (Figure 4.2A, B). The
absorbance displays a pronounced red shift and broadening of the CdSe exciton, likely
due to the solid solution of CdSe with Ag2Se, with increased near infrared absorption due
to the formation of the Ag2Se phase with increasing Ag concentration. Likewise, the band
edge emission of CdSe is dramatically reduced with increasing silver concentration as, on
the order of, one or two Ag binding events per particle is expected to quench the CdSe
emission.10 If we assume each lattice site of the nanocrystal occupied by Ag leads to an
equivalent change in absorbance, a fraction of sites bound can be determined to construct
the binding curve and the relative intensity of the PL can be used as a measure of the
unligated CdSe population (Figure 4.2C).
The sigmoidal shape of the integrated binding curve in Figure 4.2C is far more complex
than the ITC binding curve, which would appear as a rectangular hyperbolic response
when converted from a differential to integrated curve. This sigmoidal shape is indicative
of a cooperative process in which the sites are no longer independent, as assumed in the
Wiseman isotherm, but instead indicates that the binding of each site influences the
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Figure 4.2. Spectroscopic titration experiments of Ag exchange of CdSe nanocrystals. Each legend
denotes the ratio of the total [Ag] added relative to the total [Cd]. (A) Absorbance and (B)
photoluminescence spectra as a function of Ag added. (C) Fraction of pure CdSe nanocrystals (red) based
upon relative intensity of CdSe band edge (BE) emission and extent of Ag binding (black) from relative
absorbance changes at 700 nm. Inset is fractional plot expanded at low ratios. (D) 1H NMR spectra of
CdSe nanocrystals as a function of Ag concentration showing the vinyl region of the oleate ligand (5.35.8 ppm) and the α-methylene region of 1-butanol (3.3-4 ppm).
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3,4

binding of the next. In fact, a recent study attempted to model a spectral binding
titration of the Cu exchange of CdSe with the Hill equation, a well known binding model
that provides a means to quantify the degree of cooperativity ; 11 however, the theoretical
binding model used was far simpler than the current qualitative understanding of the
solid-state transformations within nanocrystals and neglects the ongoing equilibrium
between the nanocrystal’s inorganic core and its surface ligand during the exchange
reaction. For instance, a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic titration over
the course of the Ag exchange of CdSe nanocrystals (Figure 4.2D) shows the vinyl region
of the native oleate ligand sharpen and shift upfield while the α-methylene region of 1butanol present in the reaction solution (see Appendix for methods) shifts downfield and
broadens with increasing Ag concentration. These changes in line width and chemical
shift12 are indicative of desorption of the native Cd-oleate ligand from and the binding of
1-butanol to the nanocrystal surface during the cation exchange reaction.
From the above discussions, it is apparent that the key to deducing the thermodynamics
of the cation exchange reaction relies on constructing an appropriate binding function that
encapsulates the key ligand-acceptor interactions. While ITC or optical spectroscopy may
be sufficient on their own to construct the binding curve, a myriad of techniques will be
necessary to form a sufficiently complete picture of the exchange reaction to enable this
endeavor.

4.1.2 Advanced Ligand Architectures
Beyond directly quantitating the role of ion solvation in the thermodynamics of cation
exchange reactions in colloidal nanocrystals, the known approach to utilize preferential
ion solvation to drive exchange reactions remains underutilized and implemented only in
a simplistic manner. These methods rely on monodentate ligands to drive exchanges
through ligand-ion-solvent miscibility limitations13 or, most often, through qualitative
hard-soft acid-base interactions to exchange from a soft Ag- or Cu-based material to a
harder ion, such as Cd with the use of a soft phosphine. We propose the use of more
advanced ligand architectures for stronger and more selective ion solvation as a strategy
for achieving new materials through the cation exchange reaction.
A tangible approach for increasing the driving force of the exchange reaction is to
increase the denticity of the ligands selected for preferential ion solvation. Provided steric
hindrances allow for the increased number of binding sites to coordinate the metal ion
without interference, the stability constant of the metal complex, and thus the overall
driving force of the exchange reaction, would increase as the denticity of the ligand
increases owing to the chelate effect. For example, the stability constant of a Cd2+
complex increases from log β = 6.52 with four monodentate methylamine ligands to log β
= 10.6 with two bidentate ethylenediamine ligands, amounting to a decrease in free
energy of 23.5 kJ/mol.14 While selecting polydentate chelating ligands for the ion to be
extracted from the lattice will increase the thermodynamic driving force of the exchange
reaction, it is important that the ion being inserted into the lattice is available at a
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sufficiently free concentration in solution such that the exchange reaction occurs.
Therefore, properly selected chelators will have large differences in the stability constants
of the ion to be extracted relative to the one to be inserted and will also have a low
stability constant for the ion to be inserted. As a proof-of-principle, the exchange of Cu2S
to CdS was performed using both the canonical tertiary phosphine, a soft base that
strongly binds to the soft Cu+, and a well known Cu+ chelator, neocuproine (2,9dimethyl-1,10-pehananthroline) (Figure 4.3). Both ligands have high affinities for Cu+
and are able to drive the exchange as evident by the similar featured optical spectra of
CdS following the exchange reaction, demonstrating the successful use of a chelator to
drive a cation exchange through preferential solvation. Extension of this concept may
provide sufficient driving force to make new material systems thermodynamically
accessible by these post synthetic chemical transformations.

Figure 4.3. Chelation mediated cation exchange. (A) Ligands for selective solvation of Cu ions. (B)
Absorbance spectra of CdS nanocrystals recovered after exchange from Cu2S using tributylphosphine and
neocuproine. The red absorbance tail is from scattering due to decreased solubility of the nanocrystals
following forward and reverse exchange.

Beyond denticity, geometric constraints can be employed to enhance the selectivity of a
ligand used to drive the exchange reaction. The three dimensional structure of
macropolycyclic compounds such as cryptands creates a strong correlation between the
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thermodynamic stability of the complex and the similarity in size of the cation with the
cryptand cavity.15 This geometric selectivity of cryptands is most noteworthy for their
ability to discriminate between alkali metal cations such as Na+ and K+; however, it also
translates to transition metal ions (Table 4.1).16 While the nature of the binding sites
remains constant (ether oxygen atoms and amine nitrogen at the end of the cage, see inset
of Table 4.1 for structure and naming convention), the size of the pocket increases from
cryptand [2.1.1] to cryptand [2.2.2], creating nonmonotonic variations in the stability
constants. For example, the thermodynamic stability of the cryptand-ion complex
transitions from favoring Ni2+ over Co2+ at large cavity size to favoring Co2+ over Ni2+ at
small cavity size.

16

Table 4.1. Stability constants (Log β) of various cryptands and transition metal ions. Values in
parentheses denote ionic radii of ion or cryptand cavity.
m
O

O

O

O

n

N

O

N

O

[2.1.1]

[2.2.1]

[2.2.2]

(0.8)

(1.10)

(1.40)

7.78
4.5
5.3
4.7
5.5
7.93
8.52

7.56
4.28
4.28
5.40
10.04
13.12
10.60

6.81
3.5
3.5
2.5
7.10
12.72
9.85

m

Cryptand [(m+1).(m+1).(n+1)]

Cu2+ (0.72)
Ni2+ (0.78)
Zn2+ (0.83)
Co2+ (0.82)
Cd2+ (0.95)
Pb2+ (1.18)
Ag+ (1.15)

The selectivity of cryptands for the size, instead of solely the electronic nature, of the ion
may enable exchanges that are routinely performed as a sequential exchange through a
Cu- or Ag-based intermediate material to be done directly. The ability to perform direct
exchanges can be advantageous in instances where the potential deleterious optical
effects of residual Cu or Ag ions is of concern.10,17,18

4.2 Kinetics for Mechanistic Investigations
Replacement reactions are highly complex, involving numerous atomic motions, mass
transport phenomena, and elementary reactions. For instance, a typical ion exchange can
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be divided into a series of many steps: transport of reactants by diffusion to the particlesolution boundary, adsorption to the surface, decomposition/dissociation of the reactant,
transport across the boundary into the crystal, solid state diffusion in the particle away
from the interface, etc. Mechanistic pictures of ion replacement reactions in minerals19
and thin films 20 have been constructed; however, the intermediate size scale of
nanocrystals between that of molecules and bulk solids makes it unwise to simply
extrapolate these findings. In fact, preliminary mechanistic studies of replacement
reactions in nanocrystals imply the rate-limiting step is a surface mediated process as
opposed to a solid-state diffusional process that is found in thin film studies.21 Clearly, a
detailed description of the mechanism and rate-determining step in cation exchange at the
nanoscale is key for our understanding of the cation exchange reaction across various size
scales and would provide insight into developing future reactions.
To postulate a mechanism, an empirical rate law is constructed in which the influence of
reaction conditions on the rate are investigated. The rate law can then be subdivided into
a series of elementary steps consistent with experimental observations to construct a
reaction mechanism. 22 While the reaction rates can be measured by a number of
techniques in which the observable can be correlated with the extent of reaction, stopped
flow absorption spectroscopy is ideally suited for kinetic studies of ion exchange
reactions in colloidal nanocrystals. As discussed above, the changes in the optical
properties of nanocrystals, such as fluorescence intensity or extinction, can be correlated
with the extent of reaction. For instance, the prototypical Ag exchange of CdSe involves
the transformation of the visible band gap CdSe to the NIR absorbing Ag2Se, enabling
the extinction at a wavelength below the band gap of the CdSe to be used to construct a
rate law. While the determination of a rate law and consistent mechanism requires
methodical collection of a wealth of kinetic data including reactant order dependencies
and rate constants at various temperatures to determine an activation energy, we will limit
this discussion to a select few stopped flow absorption experiments of reaction rates that
highlight the unique insights available by this technique.
The pathway for ligand interchange of coordination complexes is typically classified as
an associative or dissociative substitution. 23 If we consider the nanocrystal as a Se
sublattice (metal center) with interchanging cations (ligands), we can analogously treat
the cation exchange reaction of a nanocrystal as either an associative or dissociative
substitution of a coordination complex (Figure 4.4). For associative substitutions, the rate
of interchange is influenced strongly by the nature of the entering ligand (Ag); however,
the rate is invariant with the nature of the entering group for dissociative substitutions and
it instead shows a strong dependence on the nature of the departing group (Cd).23 A
simple investigation of the rate law’s dependence on the initial [Ag] and [Cd] in solution
should enable cation exchange reactions to be classified in a similar manner to
coordination complexes.
Morphology effects on the reaction rate should also provide insight into the mechanism.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the examples in literature imply a surface reaction (molecularlike) being rate limiting for the Ag exchange of 3.5 nm CdSe dots21 while solid-state
diffusion (bulk-like) is rate limiting for CdSe nanowires.24 Investigating the reaction rate
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with various sizes of CdSe nanocrystals may enable this size dependent transition to be
mapped out. Furthermore, the scaling of the rate with particle size should be indicative of
the mechanism, as the rate should scale as surface area/volume for a rate limiting surface
event. While many stopped flow absorption experiments benefit from the simplicity of
using spherical nanocrystals, the litany of other nanocrystal shapes that are synthetically
accessible provides additional mechanistic aspects to be investigated. How does the
reaction rate change with shape? A facet selective exchange would be strongly dependent
on the shape of the nanocrystal; for example, the rate of a facet selective exchange of a
nanorod should scale as the inverse of the length as the diffusion front propagates.

Figure 4.4. Classification of ion interchange. The green spheres represent Cd, red Se, and gray Ag. Only
the surface layer of the nanocrystal is shown for simplicity.

In addition to the inorganic core, the organic surfactant that provides colloidal stability
may play a key role in the mechanism of the ion exchange reaction of nanocrystals.
Chapter 1 and the prior section highlight the dramatic role the ligand plays in the
thermodynamics of these reactions but its role in the kinetics of the experiment is often
neglected. A prior study claims a simple bimolecular rate law for the Ag exchange of
CdSe yet showed a strong rate dependence on the concentration of ligand in solution,
though the ligand was not included in the rate law.21 Experiments investigating the order
dependence on free ligand concentration and the type of ligand (binding group, chain
length, cone angle) can elucidate if the role of the ligand is to decrease collision
frequency between free ions and bare sites on the nanocrystal surface, to simply ligate
free metal ions in solution effectively reducing their concentration, or if the ligand serves
a more complex role in the mechanism.
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As can be seen from these select examples, kinetic studies using stopped flow absorption
spectroscopy can form a picture of the mechanism of cation exchange reactions in
colloidal nanocrystals and identify the rate-limiting step. With knowledge of the rate
limiting step, methods can be devised that may be able to accelerate or change which step
is rate limiting, effectively providing a means to catalyze cation exchange reactions. This
would provide a route to new materials that are thermodynamically favorable but whose
formation is kinetically sluggish.

4.3 Isotopic Labeling
In conjunction with kinetic data, mechanistic information can be inferred through
comparison of physical properties before and after the exchange reaction, though often
relying on indirect evidence. For example, the size and shape preservation of cation
exchange reactions in nanocrystals is commonly attributed to the anion framework of the
particle remaining relatively static over the course of the reaction.25 This proposal is
based upon TEM images of samples before and after exchange showing negligible
morphology changes25 as well as minimal changes in optical data of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod
nanocrystal heterostructures before and after ion exchange, implying negligible
intermixing of the anion sublattices.26 These techniques provide only indirect evidence
that the anion sublattice remains relatively static, an interesting hypothesis considering
the complete replacement of cations within the lattice must involve a large-scale breakage
and formation of bonds with the anion sublattice. Often during mechanistic
investigations, it is desirable to isolate the role of a specific component of a complex
participating in the reaction; in these cases the suspected participant (atom or molecule)
may be replaced with its compositionally equivalent but isotopically unique
counterpart.22,23 Here we propose the extension of this technique to isotopically label
nanocrystals to serve as an additional, and at times, more direct probe for characterization
before, during, and after cation exchange.
Nanocrystal synthesis has developed methods to construct sharp, compositionally
disparate interfaces within particles for the creation of heterostructures with high
quantum yields or charge separation capabilities. 27 One of the more generalized
techniques that has played a prominent role in this development is successive ion layer
adsorption and reaction (SILAR).28 Through this technique, approximately monolayer
coverage of a material can be added to a seed nanocrystal, allowing precise radial
engineering of the composition of nanocrystals including graded compositions.29 This
SILAR approach can be extended to our proposed purpose of isotopic engineering of
nanocrystals (see Appendix for methods). A typical cadmium sulfide nanocrystal
synthesis is followed using enriched sulfur-34 to yield Cd(34S) nanocrystals (Figure
4.5A). These seed nanocrystals are then overcoated with cadmium sulfide (natural sulfur
abundance is 95% sulfur-32) approximately one monolayer at a time (Figure 4.5B) to
yield a compositionally homogeneous but isotopically heterostructured core/shell
Cd(34S)/Cd(32S) nanocrystal (Figure 4.5C).
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The isotopic SILAR technique allows the creation of nanocrystals well-suited to probe
various nanocrystal reactions and many tenets of the ion exchange reaction. For instance,
the core/shell Cd(34S)/Cd(32S) nanocrystals can serve as an indicator of the rigidness of
the anion framework. Controlled etching30 (Figure 4.5D) coupled with mass spectroscopy
would enable the radial isotopic profile of a nanocrystal before and after sequential cation
exchanges to be compared, thus testing the hypothesis of a static anion sublattice. A truly
static framework would demonstrate a discrete, step-like change in the [34S] as the
nanocrystal is etched (Figure 4.5E); however, if the framework is more mobile, the
discrete isotopic profile will be blurred following exchange (Figure 4.5F). A similar
sample and technique can be used to probe another proposed mechanism of the cation
exchange reaction: the reaction zone (see Chapter 1 for discussion). If the particle size is
less than the reaction zone, the anion framework should be highly fluid yet as the particle
grows larger, the framework should become more rigid.25,31 A similar map of the isotopic
profile and measure of the degree of anion mobility would provide a method to
investigate this proposal.

Figure 4.5. Isotopically labeled nanocrystals. (A) TEM image of Cd(34S) nanocrystals. (B) Absorbance
spectra evolution during the overcoating process of Cd(34S) core nanocrystals with Cd(32S) monolayers
(ML) to produce a compositionally homogeneous but isotopically heterogeneous nanocrystal. (C) TEM
image of final Cd(34S)/Cd(32S) core/shell nanocrystal. (D) Characteristic blue shift of CdS absorbance
demonstrating controllable etching of isotopically labeled core/shell nanocrystal. (E, F) Proposed isotopic
profile from radial etching coupled with mass spectroscopy for static and mobile anion sublattice models,
respectively.
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In addition to mass spectroscopy, the ability to controllably create isotopic interfaces
within a nanocrystal can integrate with other isotope sensitive techniques, perhaps most
noteworthy NMR given its the sensitivity to chemical environments, to provide a
powerful probe of nanocrystal reactions. NMR has only recently become a standard
technique in nanocrystal characterization, with the majority of studies probing 1H, 31P,
and 13C to investigate the organic ligand of the particle.12 Due to the lower sensitivity
factors and natural abundances of unpaired spin isotopes of the metals that are
prototypical core materials (Cd, S, Se), only a limited number of reports exist probing the
inorganic component of nanocrystals, relying on advanced solid-state NMR techniques to
enhance signals,32,33,34 preventing the study of solution phase reactions ubiquitous with
colloidal nanocrystals. Isotopic enrichment of nanocrystal samples can yield sufficient
concentrations of NMR active 113Cd, 77Se, or other relevant nuclei to enable solution
phase monitoring of the inorganic component of the nanocrystal (Figure 4.6). Following a
similar isotopic SILAR method, the core or surface of the nanocrystal can be selectively
enriched with the NMR active metals to probe their role in solution phase nanocrystal
reactions.

Figure 4.6. 113Cd(77Se) enriched NMR active nanocrystals. (A) TEM image and (B) absorbance and
photoluminescence of 113Cd(77Se) nanocrystals. (C, D) 77Se and 113Cd NMR of enriched nanocrystals,
respectively.
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4.4 Concluding Thoughts
Cation exchange reactions in colloidal nanocrystals have continually developed as a
synthetic method; yet, as this chapter has demonstrated, there is still a great deal to
investigate. The overarching challenge remains for cation exchange to produce a
technologically relevant, high quality material that is infeasible to produce by other
means, vaulting the exchange reaction to prominence. Transition metal chalcogenides
may be this target material class, given their promise as low cost catalysts for the oxygen
reduction reaction35 and the promising thin film literature demonstrating the use of ion
exchange for their synthesis. 36 The morphology preservation accompanying cation
exchange reactions on the nanoscale opens up the possibility of catalytic studies of
quantum size and shape effects of transition metal chalcogenides that may yield even
more exciting results.
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Appendix.
A.1. Supporting Information for Highly Luminescent Nanocrystals
from Removal of Impurity Atoms from Ion Exchange Synthesis
Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were performed using standard air-free
techniques on a Schlenk line (Ar, vacuum P<100 mTorr) or in a glovebox (Ar, O2<2
ppm).

Synthesis
Hot Injection Synthesis
CdSe nanocrystals, CdSe/CdS dot/rods, and CdS rods were synthesized and purified
following Carbone et al., 1 Talapin et al., 2 and Sadtler et al., 3 respectively.
Cation Exchange Synthesis
Cu(I) and Cd(II) cation exchange reactions were carried out in a similar manner to Jain et
al.4 Additional precipitation and re-dissolution steps were performed on several samples
to ensure removal of excess free cations from solution. We ascertained that the cleaning
steps did not lead to any significant effect on the PL yield.
Defect Purification
CdSe/CdS dot/rods obtained from the Cu(I) exchange and subsequent back-exchange to
Cd(II) were purified by heating on a temperature controlled hot plate at 60-100 °C
(depending on the solvent) for a period of several hours to a few days. Absorbance and
PL were acquired periodically throughout this time to observe the progress of the defect
purification. Prior to PL and absorption measurements, samples were allowed to cool to
room temperature and sit for a couple hours to minimize temperature effects on PL
intensity and allow surface ligand population to equilibrate.

Characterization Methods
Optical Spectra
Spectra were acquired in sealed cuvettes to prevent oxygen exposure to limit
photobleaching effects on the samples. UV-visible absorbance spectra of the CdSe/CdS
dot/rods and CdS nanorods were measured in toluene or hexane on a Shimadzu UV-3600
scanning spectrophotometer (full range: 185–3300 nm) with 1-nm step size and the
appropriate solvent as background. Visible region photoluminescence (PL) spectra of
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CdSe/CdS dot/rods and CdS nanorods were measured in toluene or hexane on a Horiba
Jvon Yobin Fluoromax system equipped with a Triax 320 spectrometer and a
photomultiplier tube (PMT), using a step size of 1 nm and an excitation wavelength of
400 (CdS nanorods) or 450 nm (CdSe/CdS dot/rods). Slit sizes and integration times were
kept consistent between all samples being compared.
X-ray-Diffraction
X-ray diffraction patterns were collected on a GADDS Hi-Star D8 diffractometer
(Bruker) using Co Kα radiation (1.790 Å) and a general area detector. The scan
resolution was 0.02° in 2θ. Samples were prepared by deposition of a concentrated
solution of nanocrystals on a glass plate followed by drying in air. The patterns were
background-subtracted by the Bézier method and compared with those published in the
Joint Committee of Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) database for bulk materials
(Hexagonal CdS #01-070-2553; Cubic CdS #03-065-2887).
Electron Microscopy
Low-resolution electron microscopy images were acquired on a FEI Tecnai G2 20 200kV
LaB6 transmission electron microscope. High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) images were acquired on a modified Philips CM300FEG/UT
300kV field-emission transmission electron microscope. The CdSe/CdS dot/rods with a
3.9-nm dot were selected for HRTEM characterization. Samples were prepared by dropcasting a few drops of the nanorod solution in toluene on either standard amorphous
carbon on Cu grids (low resolution) or ultrathin carbon (< 3 nm) over holey carbon film,
followed by rinsing with methanol and drying in air.

Characterization Results
Structural Defects
Formation and removal of structural defects were investigated as a possible source for the
poor optoelectronic properties as a result of cation exchange and subsequent recovery of
PL following defect purification. Low-resolution TEM (Figure A.1.1) and sizing
distributions (Figure A.1.2) of the diameter and length of the nanorods from cation
exchange and those from post-exchange purification confirm no substantial morphology
changes (within standard deviation) as is the case for nanorods before and after cation
exchange.4 It is worth noting that at high excess Cu exchange concentrations, the
nanorods will begin to form chains, likely through oriented attachment that persist after
back-exchange with Cd. Simple sonication allows the chains to be broken down into
individual nanorods. The lengths of these individual nanorods were used for the sizing
comparison.
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XRD and HRTEM indicate the presence of crystallographic defects in the CdSe/CdS
dot/rods synthesized from cation exchange. The XRD pattern (Figure 3.2A) shows a
strong suppression of the 002 peak for the sample from cation exchange compared to that
synthesized from hot-injection. This implies the presence of crystallographic defects
(grain boundaries) disrupting the single crystal domain along the long axis of the wurtzite
CdSe/CdS dot/rods. Additionally, the nanorods synthesized from cation exchange have
an increase in reflections attributable to zinc blende, implying the formation of zinc
blende and associated stacking faults and/or grain boundaries upon exchange.
Additionally, HRTEM confirms the presence of these defects (Figure 3.2B). However,
no noticeable change in the density of these defects in the XRD pattern (Figure 3.2A) or
HRTEM (Figure 3.2C) occurs upon purification, implying that these structural
crystallographic defects are not the dominant source of the PL suppression and recovery
upon annealing.
Determination of PL Yield and Enhancement and Comparison to Control Experiments
To compare the relative PL of samples synthesized from hot-injection, cation exchange,
and post-exchange purification, band-gap PL intensities were integrated using IGOR Pro.
PL spectra were corrected for absorbed intensity using the optical density (OD) at the
excitation wavelength and for self-absorption using OD at the emission wavelength, as
per the formula:

MultiplierPLCorrection =

1
(1!10

!(ODexcitation !ODbaseline )

)(10 !ODemission )

No corrections for refractive index changes were accounted for between nanocrystal
samples as the PL intensity appeared relatively independent of the solvent, likely because
the dielectric environment of the nanocrystal is dominated by the ligands.
Quantum yields of the various samples were obtained by comparing the corrected
integrated PL intensity of the nanocrystals to that of a standard (Coumarin 540 in
methanol with QY = 91%) with similar PL spectra settings, as per the formula:
2

QYNC

PLInt NC ! nNC $
=
*#
& *QYC 540
PLIntC 450 " nC 540 %

The times and temperatures for the defect purification process of different samples and
corrected PL intensities and quantum yields are reported for the CdSe/CdS dot/rods with
3.9 nm dot, 2.5 nm dot, and CdS nanorods in Tables A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.1.3,
respectively. As mentioned in the text, several controls were performed to investigate the
source of the increase in the PL yield following purification. Insignificant increase in the
PL yield of samples treated with oleic acid compared to those kept at room temperature
or those that were heated imply that the lack of surface passivation does not seem to be
the dominant mechanism for PL deterioration. Hot-injection controls heated under the
same temperature/time conditions as the impurity purification process showed no PL
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enhancement, rather a marginal decrease in the PL yield possibly due to some loss of
ligand passivation (see Tables A.1.1-A.1.3). In order to ensure that washing steps
performed on cation-exchanged samples are not responsible for their drastically low PL
yield, we performed the same washing steps on a hot-injection synthesized nanorod
control. There was a marginal decrease in PL probably due to ligand loss but no drastic
PL deterioration as seen in cation-exchanged samples.
Intentional Cu Doping and Subsequent Purification
To confirm the role of Cu impurities, we doped CdSe/CdS dot/rods from hot-injection
with small concentrations of Cu impurities.
A solution of 2 mg
tetrakis(acetonitrile)copper(I) hexafluorophosphate in 10 mL methanol was added dropwise in small increments (amounting cumulatively to 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 11, 19.5, and 27
nmol) to a vigorously stirred solution of the seeded rods (0.648 µmol Cd) in 3 mL
toluene. Assuming 100% of the added Cu is incorporated into then nanorod, this amounts
to 0.02 up to 0.4% Cu doping. PL and absorption spectra were taken immediately
following the addition of the Cu solution. No change in absorption was seen from doping
even at the highest 0.4% Cu doping, implying no formation of Cu2S domains or
morphological changes.
The intentionally added Cu impurities were removed by the addition of 10 µL of TBP, a
known Cu(I) binding agent, to hot-injection-synthesized CdSe/CdS dot/rods doped with
0.4% Cu. The Cu impurity removal was probed by following the PL yield. Likewise, a
control of sample of CdSe/CdS dot/rods from hot-injection without Cu impurities was
exposed to TBP, to ensure that any PL change is not due to surface passivation effects.
The PL yield of the Cu-doped sample increased 38-fold upon exposure to TBP for 24
hours, while the control sample decreased in PL yield over the same time under similar
conditions (Figure A.1.3).

Figure A.1.1. Morphology effect of ion exchange and defect purification. Low res-TEM of CdSe/CdS
dot/rods with 3.9 nm dot obtained from (A) hot-injection, (B) cation exchange, (C) and post-exchange
purification.
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Figure A.1.2. Size histograms of nanoheterostructures from cation exchange and post-exchange
purification. (A) Diameters and (B) length distributions for CdSe/CdS dot/rods with 3.9 nm dot obtained
from cation exchange (left) and post-exchange purification (right). Size distributions confirm negligible
change (within standard deviation) of the length or diameter of the CdSe/CdS dot/rods as a result of the
defect purification process.

Table A.1.1. Photoluminescence properties of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with 3.9 nm dot.

Corrected
Integrated PL

Quantum
Yield

Coumarin 540 in methanol

5.41x107

0.91

CdSe/CdS from hot-injection

2.72x107

0.5559

CdSe/CdS from exchange

3.51x104

0.0007

CdSe/CdS post-exchange purified at 100 °C for 30 hr

1.45x107

0.2959

CdSe/CdS post-exchange purified at 25 °C for 30 hr

3.54x106

0.0723

Hot-injection sample heated at 100 °C for 30 hr

1.67x107

0.3419

Sample
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Table A.1.2. Photoluminescence properties of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with 2.5 nm dot.

Corrected
Integrated PL

Quantum
Yield

Coumarin 540 in Methanol

1.49x108

0.91

CdSe/CdS from hot-injection

3.40x107

0.2521

CdSe/CdS from exchange

2.29x105

0.0017

CdSe/CdS post-exchange purified at 60 °C for 21 hr
and 100 °C for 43 hr

7.99x106

0.0592

CdSe/CdS post-exchange purified at 25 °C for 64 hr

1.00x106

0.0074

CdSe/CdS from hot-injection heated at 60 °C for 21 hr
and 100 °C for 43 hr
CdSe/CdS post-exchange oleic acid treatment at 25 °C
for 21 hr

1.94x107

0.1442

1.35x106

0.0100

CdSe/CdS post-exchange purified at 25 °C for 21 hr

5.56x105

0.0041

CdSe/CdS from hot-injection heated at 60 °C for 21 hr

5.77x106

0.0428

Sample

Table A.1.3. Photoluminescence properties of CdS nanorods.

Sample

Corrected Integrated PL

Hot-injection synthesized CdS

5.23x107

CdS from exchange

8.34x104

CdS post-exchange purified at 65 °C for 61 hr

3.03x107

Hot-injection synthesized CdS heated at 65 °C for 61 hr

1.77x107

PLIntensity(Relative)
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Figure A.1.3. Effect of tri-n-butylphosphine on nanoheterostructures PL. Corrected PL intensity of
CdSe/CdS dot/rods from hot-injection control (blue) and after exposure to TBP for 24 hours (green).
Unlike the case where CdSe/CdS dot/rods doped intentionally with Cu impurities increased in PL yield
after exposure to TBP, the control showed a decrease in PL yield.
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A.2. Supporting Information for Ion Exchange Synthesis of III-V
Nanocrystals
All manipulations were performed using standard air-free techniques on a Schlenk line
(Ar, vacuum P<100 mTorr) or in a glovebox (Ar, O2<2 ppm).

Synthesis
Synthesis of Template Nanocrystals
Cd3As2and Cd3P2 nanocrystals were synthesized according to literature protocols.5,6
Ion Exchange Synthesis
The procedure for the In3+ ion exchange of Cd3As2 and Cd3P2 is similar. A 1 M
InCl3:TOP stock solution was prepared by combining 10 mmol InCl3 and 10 mL TOP in
a flame dried 25 mL flask and heated to 270 °C under Ar for 1 hour, cooled, and
transferred into the glovebox. In a typical In3+ ion exchange reaction, 1 mL of the 1 M
InCl3:TOP stock solution and an additional 1 g TOP were loaded into a flame dried 25
mL flask under Ar atmosphere. The solution was heated to 270 °C under Ar and either
Cd3P2 or Cd3As2 nanocrystals (7.5 µmol Cd2+ (100x excess In:Cd) as determine by ICPAES) dissolved in 0.83 g TOP were rapidly injected into the ion exchange solution. The
reaction was kept at 270 °C for 15 minutes before the heating mantle was removed and
the reaction cooled to room temperature. The raw solution was transferred into a
glovebox and 2 mL chloroform and 10 mL 1:1 EtOH:MeOH solution was added to
induce flocculation. The solution was centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. The
precipitate was redispersed in chloroform and the cleaning procedure repeated an
additional 2-3x. The final precipitate was dispersed in chloroform and passed through a
0.2 µm PTFE syringe filter.
The procedure for the Ga3+ ion exchange of Cd3As2 and Cd3P2 is similar. A 1 M
GaCl3:TOP stock solution was prepared in a glovebox by combining 10 mmol GaCl3
with 10 mL TOP and stirred overnight at room temperature. In a typical Ga3+ ion
exchange reaction, 1 mL of the 1 M GaCl3:TOP stock solution and an additional 1 g TOP
were loaded into a flame dried 25 mL flask under Ar atmosphere. The solution was
heated to 300 °C under Ar and either Cd3P2 or Cd3As2 nanocrystals (7.5 µmol Cd2+ (100x
excess Ga:Cd) as determine by ICP-AES) dissolved in 0.83 g TOP were rapidly injected
into the ion exchange solution. The reaction was kept at 300 °C for 15 minutes before
the heating mantle was removed and the reaction cooled to room temperature. The raw
solution was transferred into a glovebox and 2 mL chloroform and 10 mL 1:1
EtOH:MeOH solution was added to induce flocculation. The solution was centrifuged
and the supernatant discarded. The precipitate was redispersed in chloroform and the
cleaning procedure repeated an additional 2-3x. In many situations, alcohols caused the
flocculation of the nanocrystals as well as precipitated large amounts of white, residual
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Ga-complex. When this occurred, a few drops of octylamine were added to the solution
to redissolve the Ga-complex and the cleaning procedure continued. The final precipitate
was dispersed in chloroform and passed through a 0.2 µm PTFE syringe filter.

Characterization Methods
Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorbance spectra were acquired using a Shimadzu 3600 spectrophotometer with 1 nm
increments with solvent background subtraction. For absorbance measurements, the 4.5
nm Cd3As2 nanocrystals were dispersed in carbon tetrachloride and the remaining
samples were dispersed in chloroform.
Electron Microscopy
TEM grids were prepared by drop-casting dilute solutions of nanocrystals onto
amorphous carbon on 400 mesh Cu grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for lowresolution or ultrathin carbon on holey carbon film on 400 mesh Au grids (Ted Pella) for
high resolution. Low resolution images were acquired using a 200 kV LaB6 FEI G20 20
Tecnai and high-resolution images were acquired on a 200 kV FEG FEI monochromated
F20 UT Tecnai. Particle sizes were measured using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).
X-ray Diffraction
XRD scans was collected on a Bruker GADDS Hi-Star D8 diffractometer with Co Kα
(λ=1.790 Å) operating at 45 kV/35 mA. Samples were prepared in a glovebox by drop
casting concentrated nanocrystal solutions onto a silicon crystal plate. Air sensitive
samples were measured using an airtight silicon crystal specimen holder (Bruker) to
minimize air exposure. Patterns were background subtracted by the Bézeir method and
compared to reference patterns from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD).
Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES)
Cd2+ concentrations of the Cd3P2 and Cd3As2 nanocrystal solutions and residual Cd2+
concentrations in the ion exchanged nanocrystals were determined using an Optima 7000
DV ICP-AES (Perkins Elmer). Cd, Ga, In, and As ICP/DCP standard solutions (Fluka)
were serially diluted to prepare a linear calibration curve spanning several orders of
magnitude, ensuring sample concentrations fell within this linear range. Samples were
prepared by drying nanocrystals solution under Ar and the solids digested using
concentrated nitric acid (65%, TraceSELECT® Ultra, Fluka). These solutions were
subsequently diluted to 10 mL total volume with Milli-Q™ (Millipore) water and passed
through a 0.2 µm nylon syringe filter. Nitric acid concentrations were 2% wt/wt in all
samples and standard solutions.
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Figure A.2.1. Absorption spectra of the cation exchange of initial Cd3P2 nanocrystals to InP and GaP. The
initial Cd3P2 shows a bimodal size distribution leading to a broad absorption feature for the InP.

Table A.2.1. ICP-AES results of III-V ion exchange synthesis. Ga3+ ion exchanges were performed at 300
°C for 15 min and In3+ ion exchanges at 270 °C for 15 min. Results are normalized to Cd concentration.
*Note for the sequential exchanged InAs, the higher In concentration is due to residual In from the
exchange procedure.

Sample

Ga

In

As

Cd

In3+ exchange of 3 nm Cd3As2

-

13.4

8

1

In3+ exchange of 4.5 nm Cd3As2

-

15.8

11.4

1

-

70*

19.5

1

-

15.8

10.6

1

In3+ exchange of 3.5 nm Cd3P2

-

22.3

-

1

Ga3+ exchange of 3 nm Cd3As2

4.7

-

4.8

1

Ga3+ exchange of 4.5 nm Cd3As2

4.3

-

5.7

1

Ga3+ exchange of 3.5 nm Cd3P2

8.8

-

-

1

Sequential In3+ exchange of previously In3+
exchanged 4.5 nm Cd3As2
In3+ exchange of 4.5 nm Cd3As2 followed by
surface etch7
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Figure A.2.2. Ratio of residual Cd as a function of time for Ga3+ ion exchange of 4.5 nm Cd3As2 at 300
°C.

Table A.2.2. ICP-AES results of residual Cd after Ga3+ ion exchange of Cd3As2 as a function of
temperature, time, and size.

T (°C)

200

t (min)

5

d (nm)

Cd/(Cd+Ga)

2.2

0.10

3

0.17

4.5

0.26

5
300

0.21
4.5

60

0.16

5
350

0.17
4.5

60

0.13
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A.3 Supporting Information for Prospectus

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
ITC data was collected on a TA Instruments Nano ITC Standard Volume System with
24-carat gold cylindrical cells. The titration cell was filled with 1.2 mL of a 2 nm
phosphonate-passived CdSe1 nanocrystal-tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (0.261 mM Cd
measured by ICP-AES) and the reference cell was filled with 1 mL THF. The syringe
(250 µL) was filled with a 2.775 mM AgPF6-THF solution. The titration was performed
by injecting 10 µL of titrant 25 times, waiting 900 s between injections to allow the
instrument to return to baseline, while stirring at 300 rpm. The titration was performed at
25 °C and began only after the instrument achieved a stability of 0.2 ± 0.02 µW/hr.
Ag exchange of CdSe titration experiments
Ag(I) exchanges are modified from the report of Son et al.8 AgPF6 is used in place of
AgNO3 for enhanced salt solubility in nonpolar solvents and exchanges are performed in
a mixed solvent system of 10% v/v 1-butanol/toluene to ensure particle solubility at low
and high Ag/Cd ratios. Ag additions to solutions of CdSe nanocrystals are performed
under vigorous stirring in an isopropanol dry ice bath (-77 °C) to ensure a homogeneous
concentration of Ag within the nanocrystal solution is reached before the reaction
proceeds.
Optical Titrations
3.7 nm phosphonate-passivated CdSe nanocrystals1 were dispersed in the mixed solvent
to yield a concentration of 0.5 mM Cd as determine by ICP-AES. For each titration point,
3 mL of the CdSe nanocrystal solution was cooled in the dry ice bath. Under vigorous
stirring, the appropriate volume (as determined by the desired Ag/Cd ratio) of a 15 mM
AgPF6 mixed solvent solution, held in the dry ice bath, was added by microsyringe under
Ar. After several seconds of vigorous stirring, the Ag-CdSe solution was removed from
the dry ice bath to a stir plate at room temperature and allowed to equilibrate for > 24
hours prior to optical characterization. Absorbance spectra were collected on a Shimadzu
3600 spectrophotometer with 1 nm increments with solvent background subtraction from
1600-400 nm and corrected for volumetric dilution. Photoluminescence spectra were
measured on a Horiba Jvon Yobin Fluoromax system equipped with a Triax 320
spectrometer and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) using a step size of 1nm. The excitation
wavelength (500 nm), slit widths (2 nm), and integration time (0.5 s/nm) were held
constant for all samples. Titration points were subsequently characterized by TEM to
confirm particle aggregation and ripening did not contribute to changes in the
absorbance. As seen in Figure A.3.1, an intermediate concentration range exists in which
the particles ripen and aggregate. These concentrations were excluded from the analysis
in Chapter 4 and warrant further study.
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NMR titrations
Ag(I) exchanges were performed similar to above but with deuterated solvents (1butanol-d10, toluene-d8). A 100 µM solution of 3.4 nm oleate-passivated CdSe
nanocrystals 9 (~38mM Cd) in the mixed solvent was created as determined by
absorbance.10 For each titration point, 400 µL of the CdSe solution was loaded into a
NMR tube and cooled in the dry ice bath. An appropriate amount (as determined by the
desired Ag/Cd ratio) of a 225 mM AgPF6 mixed solvent solution was added via
micropipette. The NMR sample was shaken several times and removed to room
temperature for > 24 hours prior to NMR analysis. 1H NMR spectra were acquired on a
Bruker AVB-400 400 MHz spectrometer.
Chelation Mediated Cation Exchange
Cd(II) exchange of Cu2S nanocrystals were performed in a similar manner to Jain et al.4
with the substitution of 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-pehananthroline (neocuproine) for tri-nbutylphosphine.
Isotopically Labeled Nanocrystals and Controlled Etching
Cd(34S) cores were synthesized and purified according to Yang et al.11 using enriched
sulfur-34. Overcoating of Cd(34S) was performed through modification of a published
protocol.12 Briefly, a 0.1 M cadmium oleate in octadecene (Cd:ODE) solution is prepared
by heating CdO with 2.1 equivalents of oleic acid in ODE at 300 °C under Ar until clear
and subsequently placing under vacuum at 100 °C for 1 hour before storing under Ar at
room temperature. A 0.1 M sulfur:ODE (S:ODE) solution is prepared by heating
elemental sulfur in ODE under vacuum at 120 °C for 1 hour and further heating at 200°C
under Ar until clear before storing under Ar at room temperature. In a separate 25 mL 3neck round bottom flask, 6 mL ODE and 1.5 g ocatdecylamine are degassed at room
temperature for 15 minutes. Under Ar, a hexane solution of Cd(34S) cores corresponding
to 100 nmol of nanocrystals based on absorbance10 is added. The solution is placed under
vacuum for 1 hour at room temperature and then 20 minutes at 120 °C. Next, the flask is
heated to 240 °C under Ar and a syringe pump is used to controllably added alternating
amounts of the 0.1 M Cd:ODE and S:ODE solution at a rate of 0.1 mL/min, waiting 15
minutes in between each addition. The amount of Cd:ODE and S:ODE to be added is
calculated according to Xie et al12 to grow approximately 1 monolayer at a time. Samples
are purified as previously reported.
Cd(34S)/Cd(32S) core/shell nanocrystals were controllably etched following Ivanov et al.13
113
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Cd(77Se) Enriched NMR Active Nanocrystals

Cd(77Se) nanocrystals were synthesized and purified following Carbone et al.1 with
isotopically enriched 113CdO and 77Se powders. Purified 113Cd(77Se) nanocrystals were
dispersed in CDCl3. 113Cd NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker AV-600 600 MHz
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spectrometer and Se spectra were collected on AVB-400 400 MHz spectrometer, each
with a relaxation delay of 200 s.

Figure A.3.1. Correlated TEM images to absorption titration of Ag exchange of CdSe nanocrystals. There
is an intermediate Ag/Cd range (~1-2.5) that leads to ripening and aggregation.
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